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1. Introduction

In the same year in which he received the Nobel Prize

for the investigation of properties of matter at low

temperature (we can certainly say superconductiv-

ity is the most striking part of it!), K. H. Onnes [1]

was dreaming of a 100,000 G (10T) magnet. How-

ever, it took much more time than he thought for

the dream to become a reality, and only at the end

of the 1970s did superconducting magnet technology

really take off. From then on, magnets have been

the most important application of superconductivity,

and accelerators can be credited with being among

the drivers of the development of this technology.

One characteristic of accelerators is that they are

pursued by large laboratories, with programs over a

long time, which allows investigation and R&D to

be done in a fruitful way. The latest example, the

LHC, is the summit of over 30 years of development

of superconducting magnets (SCMs). Its giant size

and its outspoken goals — the Higgs particle, whose

recent discovery [2] has been heralded worldwide,

and the unveiling of the new world beyond the Stan-

dard Model — make the LHC the crossroads between

past and future R&D.

2. Main Characteristics of Superconducting

Magnets for Accelerators

Magnets are different according to the type of accel-

erators they are intended for. Colliders or syn-

chrotrons for high energy physics (HEP) rings are

the most challenging and they are superconducting

with a few exceptions, such as fast cycling machines

(for example, the J-PARC main ring). Magnets for

superconducting linear colliders, such as the ILC or

X-FEL, are also superconducting, a choice mainly

motivated by the advantage of integration with the

superconducting radio-frequency (SCRF) cavities,

rather than by technical gain. Finally, there is a

considerable effort in the development of SCMs for

low energy accelerators, like cyclotrons or synchro-

cyclotrons. These were used in the past mainly for

nuclear research but are now mainly for medical
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applications. This type of SCM is akin to magnets

for particle detector spectrometry or for MRI. In this

article we will consciously restrict the scope to SCMs

for HEP colliders.

SCMs become of interest when the required

field is above the iron saturation limit, i.e. approxi-

mately 2T. In some instances, however, SCMs are

becoming the preferred choice for their compact-

ness and their low energy consumption, a topic

that is increasingly important in the design of new

accelerators.

2.1. Functions of superconducting

magnets

The first function of a magnet is to guide and steer

the particle, i.e. to keep it in orbit in a circular accel-

erator or to just bend in a transfer line. The second

main function is focusing the beam, thus providing

it with the necessary stability in the plane perpen-

dicular to the trajectory.

Except when the beam has a very low energy,

a domain where solenoids are suitable, the ade-

quate force can be given only by a transverse field,

i.e. a magnetic field perpendicular to the particle

trajectory. In the case of high energy accelerators,

like synchrotrons and colliders, the beam region is

a cylinder that follows the beam path and has the

smallest practical dimension, as shown in Fig. 1.

As will be discussed later, the cost and technical

complexity of the magnetic system are proportional

to the energy stored in the magnetic field, which

explains why it is important to minimize the size

of the magnet bore.

Fig. 1. Schematic of an accelerator dipole.

Despite the fact that static magnetic fields do

not accelerate, in circular accelerators the bending

(dipole) field eventually determines the final energy

reach. In relativistic conditions, the relation between

the beam energy, Ebeam (in TeV), the dipole field B

(in T) and the radius of the beam trajectory inside

the bending field R (in km) takes a very simple

form:

Ebeam
∼= 0.3BR. (1)

Since the dipole field typically covers two-thirds of

the accelerator, R is about two-thirds of the aver-

age radius of the ring. Equation (1) shows clearly

the interest in the highest possible field for a given

tunnel.

The other important function of magnets is, in

general terms, to assure the stability of the beam

in the transverse space. This is accomplished by

quadrupoles, sextupoles and octupoles. While the

main quadrupoles are usually of similar — although

reduced — size and complexity with respect to the

main dipoles, sextupoles and octupoles are of much

smaller size and field. In this context it is worth

mentioning the quadrupoles that are just before the

collision points. These quadrupoles, usually called

low-β, provide the optical manipulation to focus the

beam to the smallest feasible dimension (the mini-

mum β function) at the collision point. This set of

quadrupoles features an aperture significantly larger

than the lattice quadrupoles, and requires a large

field gradient, which results in a peak field that can

be close to that of the main dipoles.

A key demand on accelerator magnets is good

field quality: the harmonic content of main magnets

and low-β triplet quadrupoles needs to be designed,

controlled during production and corrected in opera-

tion to a precision of 10–100ppm. Given the unavoid-

able manufacturing tolerances and uncertainties, this

implies extensive use of corrector magnets. Small

dipole correctors are needed to maintain the beam

on the desired orbit or to generate local bumps.

Higher order corrector magnets, of small size and

in great numbers, are distributed all over the ring

to trim the linear beam parameters such as tune

and chromaticity, and insure nonlinear stability. As

an example, in the LHC there are almost 8000

superconducting corrector magnets from dipoles

up to dodecapoles (12-pole), distributed all over

the ring.
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2.2. Magnet design

The design of superconducting accelerator magnets

is largely concerned with the optimal distribution

of compact superconductors around the beam aper-

ture. In fact, in contrast to classical electromagnets,

the field in a superconducting accelerator magnet

is mainly produced by the current in the conduc-

tor, rather than the magnetization of an iron yoke.

Very schematically, an SCM for large scale accelera-

tors consists of a coil wound with highly compacted

cables, tightly packed around the bore which delim-

its the vacuum chamber hosting the beam. The coil

shape is optimized to maximize the bore field and

achieve acceptable field quality, as described later.

The large forces that are experienced by the coil

(several tens to hundreds of tons per meter) can-

not be reacted by the winding alone, which has

the characteristic shape of a slender racetrack (see

Fig. 2. Cross section of the LHC dipole in its cryostat.

Fig. 1), and hence the force is transferred to a struc-

ture that guarantees mechanical stability and rigid-

ity. The iron yoke that surrounds this assembly closes

the magnetic circuit, shielding the surroundings from

stray fields and providing a marginal gain of mag-

netic field in the bore. In addition, it can have a

structural function in reacting or transferring the

Lorentz forces from the coil to an external cylin-

der. Finally, the magnet is enclosed in a cryostat

that provides the thermal barrier features neces-

sary for cooling the magnet to the operating tem-

perature, which is in the cryogenic range (1.9–4.5K

for accelerators built to date). Various implemen-

tations of this basic concept are discussed in the

review of the historical development of accelerator

magnets (see Sec. 3), while in Fig. 2 the cross sec-

tion of the LHC dipole in its cryostat illustrates this

principle.
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2.2.1. Electromagnetic design

The prime purpose of the electromagnetic design is to

obtain a multipolar field with the quality demanded

by beam physics requirements. For long and slender

HEP magnets, the magnetic field is 2D and is best

represented using complex multipoles [3]. Defining

the complex variable z = x + iy, where the plane

(x, y) is that of the magnet cross section, the function

By +iBx of the two components of the magnetic field

is expanded in series:

By + iBx =
∞∑

n=1

(Bn + iAn)zn−1. (2)

The coefficients Bn and An of the series expansion,

called normal and skew components respectively, are

the multipoles of the field, and determine the shape

of the field lines. A pure multipolar field has only

one nonzero Bn(or An) for a given value of n, which

is called the main order of the field. As an example,

n = 1 is a pure dipole and n = 2 is a quadrupole.

Nonzero Bn and An for n other than the main order

are usually referred to as field harmonics or field

errors.

Several ways can be found to generate perfect

multipolar fields required by HEP accelerator mag-

nets. As an example, we show in Fig. 3 a number of

arrangements of current distribution that generates

a perfect transverse dipole field. It has been demon-

strated by I. Rabi [4] that two uniform current den-

sity cylinders with opposite current polarity generate

a perfect dipole field in the region of current overlap,

i.e. in the internal current-free region.

The total surface current, Js = J · t, J being the

current density and t the current thickness at the

midplane, is maximum at the midplane and zero at

the vertical axis, following a cosϑ behavior. More

generally, the uniform dipole field may be gener-

ated by a constant current density with a geometry

given by opposite intersecting ellipses. The current

Fig. 3. Uniform dipole and quadrupole fields generated by intersecting circular and elliptical conductors.

distribution obtained with two overlapping ellipses,

rotated by 90◦, produces a quadrupole field. In the

above cases the region of the intersection cannot be

a circle.

As an alternative, a perfect dipole field can be

generated by a shell of current, of constant thickness

t, in which the volume current density is maximum

at the midplane and vanishes toward the pole region

with a J = J0 cosϑ dependence. In this case the inner

region can be perfectly circular. A J0 cosϑ not only

generates a perfect dipole field, but is the most effi-

cient current distribution, i.e. any other distribution

requires more total current (Ampère turns) to gener-

ate a given central field; it produces more magnetic

flux and has higher stored energy. This considera-

tion is very important for SCMs for which the cost

of the conductor is one of the dominant cost fac-

tors. It is instructive to compare the central field

of the dipole generated by the ideal cosϑ distribu-

tion, B0 = 1/2µ0J0t, to that of an infinitely long

solenoid of the same current density and thickness,

i.e. B0 = µ0J0t. In practice, the same current den-

sity and thickness generates only half the field of the

solenoid configuration: what in a solenoid is a moder-

ate field level can be considered a great achievement

for transverse field magnets!

As with the dipole, a perfect quadrupole field

can be generated by a thin shell of constant thick-

ness with a current density varying as J = J0 cos 2ϑ.

In fact, a thin shell configuration can generate any

multipole field of order n with a current distribution

J = J0 cosnϑ.

In practice, SCMs are constituted by shells of

constant current density, with spacers, in such a way

as to mimic the cosϑ distribution, i.e. they are a

mix of the two concepts mentioned above. A prac-

tical coil cross section can be approximated as sec-

tors of uniform current density shown in Fig. 4. The

configuration shown in the figure (left) generates an
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Fig. 4. Principle of sector coils that generate an approximate dipole field (left) and quadrupole field (right).

approximate dipole B1, with higher order field errors.

Because of symmetry, the only field errors produced

(allowed multipoles) are normal multipoles of order

2n + 1, i.e. B3, B5, B7, . . . . Similarly, the configu-

ration in Fig. 4 (right) produces an approximate

quadrupole B2 with normal higher order multipoles

of order 2(2n + 1), i.e. B6, B10, B14, . . . .

In Tables 1 and 2, a set of practical formulae for

the main field and errors are reported for dipoles and

quadrupoles.

Examining the equations in Table 1 for the field

and field errors in the sector coil dipole, we see that

a choice of ϕ = 60◦ cancels the sextupole error B3.

The first nonzero multipole error, the decapole B5,

is a few percent, i.e. much larger (two orders of mag-

nitude) than is acceptable in an accelerator magnet.

Better field quality can be obtained by segmenting

the sectors using insulating wedges, and using two

(or more) nested layers. This adds degrees of freedom

that can be used to improve the field homogeneity,

Table 1. Practical analytical formulae for the dipole field and field errors for the dipole sector coil configuration in Fig. 4 (left).
The force in a coil refers to a quadrant. The azimuthal stress is intended as average on the coil midplane.

Main field B1 =
2µ0

π
J(Rout − Rin) sin(ϕ)
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at the cost of an increased complexity of the wind-

ing. In Fig. 5 we show the coil cross sections of the

four large scale superconducting synchrotrons. It is

evident how the coils have evolved in complexity to

follow the increased demand of field quality. In anal-

ogy to the dipole, a choice of a sector angle ϕ = 30◦

in a quadrupole cancels the first allowed multipole,

the dodecapole B6.

Tables 1 and 2 report other key quantities for

the design of an accelerator magnet, namely the

resultant forces in a coil quadrant (or octant), the

midplane stress and the energy per unit length. An

additional quantity of relevance is the coil radial

width, w = Rout − Rin, which is used to estimate

the overall coil volume, mass and material cost.

Tables 1 and 2 can be used to study the functional

dependencies of these quantities on the main design

inputs, namely the desired field, the magnet aper-

ture and the average current density. As an example,
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Table 2. Practical analytical formulae for the field gradient and field errors for the quadrupole sector coil configuration in Fig. 4
(right). The force in a coil refers to an octant. The azimuthal stress is intended as average on the coil midplane.
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Fig. 5. Coil cross section, to scale, for the dipole magnets of (left to right) Tevatron, HERA, RHIC and LHC (for the LHC, only
one of the two twin coils is shown).

for a dipole of a given field B and aperture Rin we

have the approximate relations

w ≈
1

J
, F ≈ const, σ ≈ J E ≈

1

J

1/2

;

for a given current density J and aperture Rin we

have

w ≈ B, F ≈ B2, σ ≈ B, E ≈ B5/2,

and for a given field B and current density J we

have

w ≈ const, F ≈ Rin, σ ≈ Rin, E ≈ R
3/2

in .

Given a design field, the radial width of the coil (and

thus the mass and cost of the magnet) scales inversely

proportional to the current density in the winding.

In addition, at constant coil width, an increase in the

current density allows a higher field to be reached.

In other words, the current density is the most

important design parameter of accelerator magnets.

In Table 3, the typical overall current density

of various systems is reported: accelerator magnets

work by far at the highest value, so it is no surprise

that they give the strongest reason for the highest

current density.

The benefit of superconductivity is evident from

the previous consideration. To quantify this bene-

fit, it suffices to note that the LHC ring is 26.7 km

and requires some 130 tons of LHe inventory to oper-

ate its 8.3 T SCMs. The power at the plug of the

refrigeration system is about 45 MW. By contrast,

if the LHC had been built with classical resistive

magnets at 1.8 T, the circumference would have been

more than 100 km long and would have required

about 900 MW of installed power (the power output

of a large nuclear power plant unit). This would have

led to prohibitive construction and operational costs,

and in addition it would have had an unacceptable

impact on the environment since the 900 MW power

is rejected as warm water (at a temperature which is

too low for any use).
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Table 3. Current density Joverall and other characteristics of different types of large magnetic systems.

Magnetic system Current density Operating Typical field System stored
(only dc) Joverall (A/mm2) current (kA) range (T) energy (MJ)

Resistive-air cooled 1–5 1–2 <1 0.01
Resistive-water cooled 10–15 1–10 2 0.05
SC magnets for particle 20–40 2–20 2–6 5–2500

detectors
SC Tokamaks for fusion∗ 25–50 5–70 8–13 5–40,000
SC magnets for MRI 50–200 1 1–10 1–50
SC laboratory solenoids 100–250 0.1–2 5–20 1–20
SC accelerators 200–500 1–12 4–10 1–10,000

∗Top figures refer to ITER, under construction.

We also note from the above scaling that the

forces in a dipole scale proportionally to the magnet

aperture, and with the square of the field. The accu-

racy of the scaling is demonstrated in Fig. 6, where

we report the horizontal and vertical forces in the coil

quadrant of the dipoles of the four large scale super-

conducting synchrotrons, and the SSC. The scaling

is reasonably accurate, better than 20%, for mag-

nets that cover a relatively large span of the field

and aperture.

The large increase in force makes it clear why

the mechanical design of high field magnets is chal-

lenging, and why in general high field magnets tend

to have the minimum practical aperture. We see,

however, that if the coil is designed for a given cur-

rent density, which is usually the case, the stress in

the coil increases only linearly with the field. This is

because the width of a coil with given current den-

sity also increases linearly with the bore field, thus

providing more material to resist the force. In fact,

Fig. 6. Horizontal and vertical force on one coil quadrant (see inset), computed for the superconducting dipoles of the main
high-energy colliders, and the SSC, and plotted vs. the dipole field in the magnet bore.

the stress can be lowered by reducing the current

density in the coil and/or Rin, as indicated by the

scaling relations above.

A final interesting result of the scaling analysis

is that the magnet energy per unit length is also a

strong function of the bore field and aperture. As in

Fig. 6, we have reported in Fig. 7 a summary of the

energy per unit length in the dipoles of the four large

synchrotrons, and the SSC. Here, again, we see that

the scaling works fairly well. The difficulty associated

with the increase in stored energy is the protection of

the magnet (and the chain of magnets, in particular)

in case of quench, to be discussed later.

2.2.2. Alternative configurations

Alternative coil shapes have been considered in

the design of SCMs. An interesting alternative to

cosϑ is the use of coil blocks rectangular in shape.

However, in addition to the lower coil efficiency
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Fig. 7. Stored energy per unit length per aperture, computed
for the superconducting dipoles of the main high-energy col-

liders, and the SSC, and plotted vs. the dipole field in the
magnet bore. For LHC the energy is for one bore only.

(more conductor for the same central field and field

quality), past experience is that block coils have had

lower performance. This suggests that the spectrum

of mechanical perturbations may have a larger ampli-

tude for this type of coil shapes. A block coil config-

uration is suitable for low field magnets, when the

iron field is predominant, like for FAIR-SIS100 [5];

see Fig. 8.

The configuration of canted or tilted coils, pro-

posed for the SSC, has recently been developed

again [6]. It looks like a “canted solenoid,” where two

layers are wound in such a way that the azimuthal

Fig. 8. Picture and schematic of the early cross section of the FAIR-SIS100 dipole (courtesy of E. Fisher, P. Schnizer, GSI ).

components of the current of two adjacent layers can-

cel out, so that only the longitudinal one, the one

generating a transverse field, remains; see Fig. 9. Its

advantage is the use of single wire or small cables and

apparently is very easy to wind with small tooling,

like a solenoid. While it is very appealing for certain

applications, like small and slim coils that have to

be bent to follow a beam trajectory, its advantage

for fairly good size coils is not very clear since the

effect of the azimuthal current is canceled out but

the conductor is still there. In addition, it seems dif-

ficult to use with large cables, and so the inductance

is most probably very high (see the discussion on

protection).

A general study of coil configurations and their

merits has been carried out in Refs. 7–9.

2.2.3. High current density

As mentioned above, the current density in the whole

coil block is the first and key parameter. When refer-

ring to the overall cross section of the coil, we will

use Joverall ≡ Nturn · I/Acoil, where I is the current

in a turn, Nturn the total turn number in the coil

and Acoil its cross section. It is also useful to define

two other current densities: (i) the critical current

densities, Jc ≡ Ic/Asc, where Asc is the cross section

of the superconducting (noncopper) material in the

conductor and Ic is the critical current of the conduc-

tor, i.e. of the turn; (ii) the critical engineering cur-

rent density, Je ≡ Ic/Acond, where Acond is the total

cross section of the conductor where the current can
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Fig. 9. Schematic of the canted solenoid coils for generating a pure dipole field (courtesy of S. Caspi, LBNL).

flow. In practice Acond = Asc + Astab, Astab being

the cross section of the part that is added to the

superconductor for stabilization purposes (see the

next section). Jc is a property of the material, i.e. of

the type of superconductor and of the metallurgical

manufacturing process, while Je takes into account

that the practical conductor needs stabilizer, barri-

ers, substrates or stress retainer. Je is an important

parameter also for stability and protection (to be dis-

cussed later). Let us now discuss the role and inter-

play of these parameters.

• High Jc. This is the basic parameter and it is of

course of primary importance. We need to operate

the system at a value not far from the critical cur-

rent; therefore, Jc must be not only high but also

very uniform. For example, the LHC dipoles work

at 86% of the crossing of the load line with the

critical current curve, and they have been designed

and tested to 93% of it: a 5–10% variation in the

Jc performance, usually negligible in other sys-

tems, directly impacts on the accelerator magnet’s

performance.

• Low stabilizer content. High purity copper is of

course necessary but we need to keep it to a

minimum compatible with the stabilization and

protection requirement, to avoid excessive lower-

ing of Je. Usually Cu/SC (or Cu/non-Cu) ranges

between 1.5 and 2 for Nb–Ti-based systems and 0.9

and 1.5 for Nb3Sn magnets, just the minimum for

stabilization and dangerously near to the mini-

mum for protection: we need to protect magnets

with such low copper content although the stored

energy can be as high as 7 MJ for LHC magnets.

• High compaction cable. Use of flat double face

cable, with transposed strands, called Rutherford

cable, is the invariable choice. The reason for the

success of Rutherford cable is mainly its 90%

compaction factor (which increases to 93–94%

after coil curing). The interstice between strands

is such as to allow helium to percolate inside to

increase stability, for Nb–Ti magnets. Such high

compaction is not trivial, considering the difficulty

of manufacturing large, multi-kA cable, but is ben-

eficial for maintaining a high Joverall.

• Thin insulation. Total interturn thickness is less

than 250 µm for modern accelerator magnets, usu-

ally in polyimmide tapes, in the presence of a kV

range discharge voltage and GJ stored energy in

the circuit. Again, the use of thin insulation is

mandatory in order to keep Joverall high.

Engineering and optimization of the above

parameters, illustrated by the practical example of

the LHC dipole coil package in Fig. 10, allows the

building of systems with stored energy in the range

of 0.1–1GJ, with an overall current density, Joverall,

at the level of 400 A/mm
2
. To provide a meaningful

benchmark, systems with similar energy are usually

built with much less compacted cables, or a much

higher amount of stabilizer, and insulation thickness

in the range of 1 mm, which finally yields Joverall ten

times smaller; see Table 3.

2.2.4. Superconductor, load line and margins

Superconducting materials and cables are discussed

elsewhere in this volume [10]. It is worthwhile here

to report on the practical materials that can be used

for magnets, making reference to Fig. 11, where Je

is plotted versus the field for the few practical mate-

rials, out of the many tens of thousands of known

superconductors. In practices all present accelera-

tors have used Nb–Ti; Nb3Sn, which can open the

way to a field above 8–9 T, is on the verge of being
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Fig. 10. Picture of the LHC dipole cross section showing details of the coil around one of the two beam pipes (see drawing in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 for a better understanding). The highly packed coil demonstrates the concepts discussed in the text. An LHC
cable with partially etched strand is shown in the inset.

Fig. 11. Engineering current density of high field superconductors (courtesy of P. Lee, Applied Superconductivity Center of
FSU, Florida).

fully mature for accelerators; see Sec. 6. MgB2 is

a niche material: bound to the 4–15 K temperature

range and good only for relatively low fields, 1–5 T, it

may in the future compete with Nb–Ti since poten-

tially it has a very low cost. However, the current

performance is still short of that for standard Nb–

Ti, while the mechanical properties, quality (filament

diameter) and uniformity are much worse. The only

advantage is its critical temperature, which entails a

large stability margin: for this reason it may be use-

ful for fast synchrotron magnets, where steady heat

release is an issue.

HTSs (high temperature superconductors), with

which we indicate Bi-2212 or YBCO, are interesting

only for fields above 15–16 T, a range that is hardly

achievable by Nb3Sn for accelerators, even at 1.9 K.

To date, only preliminary R&D studies using these

materials for this type of magnets are underway.
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Fig. 12. Magnet design chart: critical current curves of a
superconductor versus the field at the operating temper-
ature and at transition (current sharing between SC and
stabilizer).

Despite all the effort to work at the highest cur-

rent density, the operating point of a SCM must be

chosen to be well below the critical current of the

material (see Fig. 12), i.e. with proper margins that

ensure stability at the operating point. The typical

metrics used for operating margins are:

• The critical current margin i, the operating frac-

tion of the critical current density i = Jop/Jc(Bop,

Top);

• The margin along the load line l, the ratio of oper-

ating to critical current, l = Jop/Jmax, where Jmax

is the critical current evaluated at the intersection

of the magnet load line and the critical surface (see

Fig. 12): Jmax ≡ Jc(tJmax, Top);

• The temperature margin ∆T , the difference in

temperature from operating conditions Top to

current sharing conditions TCS, evaluated at

the operating field and current density, ∆T =

TCS(Jop, Bop) − Top. The current sharing temper-

ature is the temperature at which the operat-

ing current density equals the critical current, or

Jop = JC(Bop, TCS).

Representative values for the design of the large scale

accelerator dipoles listed earlier are i ≈ 0.5, l ≈ 0.8

and ∆T = 0.5, . . . , 1.5 K.

An additional quantity that measures the sta-

bility of the operating point is the energy margin,

i.e. the quantity of heat necessary for driving the

superconductor normal. The energy margin is actu-

ally the primary indicator of the stability margin, but

it depends on the time and space characteristics of

the heat deposition, as discussed in the classic text-

book by M. N. Wilson [11]. A lower bound of the

energy margin is given by the enthalpy difference

between operating and current sharing conditions,

∆H = H(TCS) − H(Top). A robust magnet design

is such that the energy margin is larger than the

expected amplitude of perturbation over the whole

spectrum of operating conditions and characteristic

times.

The margins defined above are shown graphi-

cally in Fig. 12, which can be seen as the main design

graph for an SCM. A schematic critical current den-

sity is plotted together with the magnet load line

(field versus current density) of the peak field Bpeak,

i.e. the point where the field is highest among all

volumes of the superconductor. The intersection of

the load line of the peak field with the critical cur-

rent curve of the superconductor itself determines

the theoretical maximum performance of the mag-

net. This value is often called — with bad jargon! —

the short sample limit, since the critical current is

that of a “short sample” cut out from the unit length

of the conductor, assumed to be representative of the

intrinsic performance of the superconductor used to

wind the coil. We will call that maximum value the

magnet critical field, or magnet maximum current,a

Imax. The central field B0 corresponding to the mag-

net critical current is lower than the peak field. The

ratio λ ≡ Bpeak/B0 can be used as a measure of

the efficiency of a coil design: indeed, Bpeak is at

the maximum equal to Bc(T, I), which is a super-

conductor property. Therefore λ limits the perfor-

mance of the “useful” field B0. In superconductivity

there is a strong penalty for a configuration using too

much conductor, not only because superconductor is

expensive, but because it inevitably means less per-

formance, owing to λ being larger than 1. For trans-

verse uniform fields, only an ideal cosϑ configuration

yields λ = 1. A good design can achieves λ = 1.1 or

lower, which is quite an acceptable figure.

aThe actual maximum current of a magnet may be lower, for other design limitations — forces, cooling, etc. — or just for lack
of performance. With Imax here we indicate the maximum “intrinsic” current as given by superconductor properties and e.m.
design.
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2.2.5. The iron yoke

The coils are usually inserted into an iron yoke;

see Fig. 2. When the iron is not saturated, it can

be approximated analytically using the method of

images, which is simple in the case of a round iron

cavity. A compact treatment of this method can be

found in Ref. 12. For complex geometries, or in the

presence of saturation, it is mandatory to resort to

computer codes to perform the appropriate calcu-

lations and optimizations. The yoke contribution to

the field may seem relevant, typically 10–20%, even

for conductor-dominated magnets. Actually it can be

partly offset by an increase in the current: without

iron the field on the coil decreases much more than

the central field, giving an extra margin on the load

line. So its main function is to lower the current den-

sity for a given field, which is very beneficial for pro-

tection and integration. Of course, the yoke’s basic

function — to provide a flux return path, avoiding

an excessive stray field — remains essential.

2.2.6. Field quality and harmonic content

An almost unique characteristic of accelerator mag-

nets is the necessity of a very high field quality. By

using the multipole expansion Eq. (2), which pro-

vides the harmonics of the series in the complex

plane, the field content of each pole can be evaluated

in relative terms to the main field bn = 104Bn/Bmain.

The factor 104 is used to scale the relative harmonics

to practical units. As an example, 1 unit of b3 content

in a dipole means that the sextupole field is 0.01% of

the dipole field. We can see readily from Eq. (2) that

the dipole component is constant over the magnet

aperture, while the field of each component grows

with the radius R as Bn ∝ Rn−1. The units of the

harmonic content, measured at the radius given by

the measuring system, are scaled to a reference radius

which is relevant for the specification of the field

quality. Customarily, the reference radius is taken

as two-thirds of the magnet radius because this is

the portion of the aperture allocated to the beam

trajectories, the rest being necessary for the beam

pipe, insulation, etc. By using this criterion, i.e. the

field quality at two-thirds of the coil aperture, it is

possible to compare field quality among magnets of

different apertures.

When considering the absolute demands on

field quality, we note that field accuracy at the

10–100ppm level is not extraordinary. Indeed, in

other types of superconducting systems, and espe-

cially for MRI and NMR magnets, homogeneities at

the ppm level are not uncommon. What is extraor-

dinary in accelerator magnets, and in particular for

colliders, is that such accuracy of 10 ppm is required

at a distance of 10 mm or less from the conductor (in

an MRI magnet the ppm accuracy is required at a

more than 100 mm distance from the main coils).

At such a small distance, the small cable defor-

mations affect the harmonic content, and the super-

conductor magnetization has quite a visible effect on

the field quality.

A superconducting cable reacts as a diamagnetic

material to a change in the external field: shield-

ing currents are induced in the superconducting fil-

aments, also referred to as persistent currents, and

among filaments in a strand or among strands in a

cable, also referred to as coupling currents. Persis-

tent currents have an ideally infinite time constant of

decay; they depend linearly on the value of the crit-

ical current density (which cannot be reduced!), and

on the size of the superconducting filaments, which is

therefore made as small as is practical. Examples of

the contribution of the persistent current magnetiza-

tion in the LHC’s main dipole magnets are shown in

Fig. 13. We report the measured average and spread

of the main field b1 and the sextupole b3 over all the

magnets tested in cryogenic conditions. It is instruc-

tive to compare the magnitude of the effects mea-

sured and reported in Fig. 13 to the field quality

specifications derived from stability and control cri-

teria on the LHC beam. These targets are 1 unit of

reproducibility from one physics run to the follow-

ing one for the dipole transfer function (to achieve rf

capture of the injected beam), and 0.02 units of the

sextupole b3 (to control the chromaticity). They are

much smaller than the measured magnitude of the

effects, which therefore must be made reproducible

in order to be corrected very accurately.

Coupling currents in strands and cables flow in

loops formed among the superconducting filaments,

with a return path across the wire matrix, or the

strand contacts [10, 13]. The amount of coupling

depends on the geometry of the current loop, which

is made as small as possible by twisting, and on the

resistivity of the matrix or the strand contacts. The

amplitude of the coupling currents is proportional to

the field change rate. Resistance control measures,
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Fig. 13. Variation of main field (b1) and sextupole (b3) com-
ponents, generated by superconductor magnetization, in an
LHC cycle.

such as resistive barriers in the strand matrix, resis-

tive coating to the strands, or inserting resistive bar-

riers (sheets, wraps) in the cable, are used effectively

to limit the amplitude of coupling currents. Indeed,

coupling currents have always been well controlled

for any of the large scale synchrotrons mentioned

earlier. This may change in fast-cycled synchrotrons

(see Sec. 5), and for high field magnets (see Sec. 6).

Materials such as Nb3Sn, with large current den-

sity and filaments, or HTS cables built with tapes

will introduce a new challenge in the control of mag-

netization effects. Nb3Sn of HEP grade has very

large magnetization, one order of magnitude larger

than the Nb–Ti used so far, thus giving much larger

effects. In addition, it is plagued by flux jumps which

result in fast variations of the field, and have no

reproducible behavior.

A final word about accuracy: the main magnets,

i.e. the ones composing the optical lattice, are pow-

ered in series. Proper control of the beam parame-

ters requires that the integral field per unit current of

each magnet, usually called the “transfer function”

(for a dipole: the bending strength per unit current

in Tm/A), be equal to within 10−4–10−3. For a series

production like the LHC, this was one of the tough-

est requirements which was eventually met. For com-

parison, magnets for other uses, like spectrometers,

detector magnets, fusions, and even NMR or MRI,

require a relatively modest precision of 0.5–1%. In

the case of superconducting cavities for accelerators,

even differences in the range of 1–10% in performance

are acceptable.

2.3. Magnet structure and forces

Restraining the e.m. forces with the magnitudes

mentioned earlier is a big endeavor in transverse

fields. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the radial force sup-

port must all come from external structure, since

in this direction there is not any coil self-support

(like it is for solenoids and partially for toroids),

while the longitudinal forces near the coil ends are

partially self-supported by the coil. The other big

problem is the presence of strong azimuthal forces,

compressing the coils toward the midplane. This is

of course the same effect that we have in solenoids;

however, here we want to avoid movement at any cost

because the interference of coils with support struc-

ture and between layers will generate friction and the

stick-and-slip regime [14]. Therefore we need to give

a fair amount of azimuthal prestress to avoid con-

ductor motion during magnet excitation. The best

way for cosϑ configuration is to use the Roman arch

structure, giving precompression by carefully insert-

ing an oversized wedge into the pole region. Cou-

pling the Roman arch concept with a circular band to

give the radial prestress generated the collar concept,

developed first at Fermilab [15] and illustrated in

Fig. 14 for the LHC twin dipoles. Collars are locked

by means of very precise external keys (for single

bore coils) or by pinning rods (LHC) and provide in

an effective way azimuthal and radial prestress.

The coil–collar pack is then inserted into the iron

yoke. The yoke can be outside the coil cryostat, at

room temperature, as it is for the Tevatron magnets,

or it can be part of the cold mass, inside the cryostat,

as implemented by HERA [16]; see Fig. 15.
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Fig. 14. Collar pair of an LHC dipole before (left) and after (right) being locked onto the coils.

Fig. 15. Cross section of the warm iron Tevatron dipole and of the HERA dipole.

The coil–collar pack can be free-standing inside

the iron yoke, with only pins to provide alignment.Up

to 5–7 T collars can be made strong enough to sup-

port alone all the e.m. forces.

However, in dipoles at higher fields the collars

need to be assisted by additional compression given

by an external cylinder via the iron yoke. The com-

pression of the external cylinder can be attained

by welding-generated prestress and/or by differential

thermal contraction. Compression by the external

cylinder via the iron yoke requires a careful line-to-

line fit of the collar–yoke interface and precise control

of the thermal stresses due to cool-down. External

prestress must always be carefully balanced, between

radial and azimuthal, to avoid bending moments

which can create high peak stress.

Other schemes for prestressing are possible: the

most successful is the one used for RHIC mag-

nets [17]: the coil is surrounded by thin collars with

no support function; they are just spacers between

coil and iron and serve for assembling and han-

dling. The yoke is assembled onto the coil pack and

prestressed by keys and enclosed by an external

shrinking cylinder, again via welding or thermal

contraction.

A novel concept, based on a bladder and shells,

has recently been devised to lock the coils without

collars; it will be discussed in Sec. 6, which is devoted

to future magnets.

2.4. Quench detection and protection

SCMs, like any superconducting device, require a

fail-safe quench detection and protection system to

insure that a resistive transition does not cause a

thermal runaway and damage. In short, the main

issues for HEP magnets are the large current den-

sity in the conductor, and the large magnetic energy

stored per unit coil mass. To fix orders of magnitude,

during a resistive transition at nominal operating

current in an LHC dipole, the current density in the

copper stabilizer is approximately 700 A/mm
2
. This

corresponds to a Joule power density of 70 MW/m
3

at 20 K, increasing by more than two orders of
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magnitude at room temperature. Such a power den-

sity, if the current stayed constant through the resis-

tive transition, would be enough to bring copper

to melting temperature in approximately 0.3 s. It is

obviously mandatory to switch off the power supply,

typically on a timescale 10 times faster than above, as

soon as a quench is detected by using balanced bridge

measurements. This is, however, not enough, because

the magnet, an inductance L, stores a large quantity

of energy E that drives the current during the dump

process. The purpose of a sound design of a well-

protected magnet is to make sure that nowhere in the

coil do the temperature, thermal stresses and voltage

exceed allowable values. The peak temperature Thot

reached during a quench (also called the hot spot) is

one of the fundamental indicators. Accelerator mag-

nets, with well-controlled and highly loaded mechan-

ical structures, can tolerate temperature increases up

to room temperature conditions, — 300 K. The hot

spot temperature can be estimated using an adia-

batic heat balance, equating the Joule heat produced

during the discharge to the change of enthalpy of the

conductor

∫ Thot

Top

C

ρ
dT =

1

AcuAtot

∫
∞

0

I2
opdt, (3)

where C is the total volumetric heat capacity of the

superconductor composite, and ρ is the resistivity in

the normal-conducting state. We see from the above

concept, borrowed from electrical blow fuse design

(whence the improper analysis in terms of MIIts),

that to limit Thot for a given value of the integral

on the right hand side of Eq. (3), it is always advan-

tageous to reduce the normal state resistance and

the time of the discharge. The normal state resis-

tance is decreased by backing the superconductor

with a matrix of a stabilizer material with good

conductivity properties (e.g. copper) and increas-

ing the percentage of stabilizer in the composite.

The speed at which the energy dump takes place,

on the other hand, depends on the magnet induc-

tance and the resistance of the circuit formed by the

quenching magnet and the external circuit formed

by the power supply, switch and dump resistor, or

R = Rquench + Rext. The characteristic time of the

dump is then τ ≈ L/R, which can be made short

by decreasing the magnet inductance and/or increas-

ing the resistance. For a given magnet geometry and

stored energy, the magnet inductance is inversely

proportional to the square of the conductor current,

which is the motivation for the use of large current

cables. As to the resistance, practical considerations

limit the terminal voltage to the range of 1 kV or less,

which gives an upper limit to the external resistance

of the magnet that, in the most optimistic case, is

only marginal for the protection of a single magnet.

Since the growth of the natural quench resistance

may also be too slow, especially in the presence of a

matrix with low resistivity required to enhance sta-

bility and beneficial to keep the left hand side inte-

gral of Eq. (3) small, protection ultimately relies on

active quench initiation, triggered by heaters embed-

ded in the winding pack, and fired at the moment a

quench is detected to spread the normal zone over

the whole magnet mass.

In certain cases, the current decay is so fast that

eddy currents induced in the metallic part of the coil

package may generate as much heat as to quench

part of the coils in the first part of the decay. This

phenomenon, called “quench-back,” is usually bene-

ficial in reducing Thot. Active quench initiation has

the additional benefit of making the temperature and

voltage distribution more balanced, reducing thermal

and electrical stress.

As mentioned earlier, in synchrotrons and col-

liders the magnets are powered in series. Therefore

the stored energy in a single circuit is much larger

than the energy stored in a single magnet, e.g. of

the order of tens of MJ, up to the 1 GJ stored

in each of the eight circuits formed by the series

of 154 LHC main dipoles. This configuration is such

that the discharge time, under reasonable terminal

voltage, would be orders of magnitude longer than

required for the protection of a single magnet. As

an example, an external dump resistor would require

a voltage of hundreds of kV. Protection in this case

relies on the expedient of subdivision of the circuit, so

that each magnet can be discharged independently.

Each magnet is bypassed by an SC line (bus bar)

with a diode that opens only in case there is volt-

age across the magnet. The quench induced by the

heaters insures that the quench voltage is sufficient to

open the diodes. The current through the quenched

magnet decreases while its magnetic energy is dissi-

pated in the quench resistance, and the diode carries

the current of the whole line, which is dumped with

a much longer time constant. The above concepts

and solutions, whose description has been inspired by
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the LHC layout, are applied in similar fashions in all

large scale HEP machines, as well as other SCM sys-

tems. Indeed, many other SC systems are protected

by diodes; however, none of them have diodes with

a capacity of 13 kA at 1.9 K.

2.5. Integration

A superconducting accelerator depends on single

magnets, as described so far, but, as the reader

may have suspected, it also possesses a system

dimension whose final performance depends on the

successful integration of all single elements. In a

classical alternating gradient configuration, dipoles

and focusing/defocusing quadrupoles are alternat-

ing in well-defined periods (cells). The sequence of

main magnets is complemented by regularly spaced

orbit correctors, trim and correction quadrupoles,

sextupoles and higher order corrector magnets, all

acting either as a normal or a skew component. Most

of these magnets are powered in families that must

be connected in series. A large number of bus lines

carrying the current of each magnet type need to

run along the whole circuit, and specifically across

magnets of other types. As an example, in the LHC

dipoles and quadrupoles the cold mass needs to lodge

three pairs of high current bus bars (one dipole cir-

cuit and two quadrupole circuits) for the main quads

and some 30 pairs of smaller current SC bypass

buses, with problems of space, voltage insulation,

e.m. cross-talk, etc. All these lines need to be electri-

cally connected, usually with soft soldering, at each

magnet extremity. This region, the magnet intercon-

nect, in addition to lodging the electrical connections,

provides hydraulic continuity to the various coolant

feed and return lines, vacuum tightness for the pri-

mary (beam) and secondary (insulation) evacuated

spaces, electrical continuity of the low impedance

liner surrounding the beam space (the beam screen

in the LHC), and must cope with the differential

contractions and forces that arise during cool-down,

warm-up and cryogenic operation. All these issues,

and many others, like the necessity of precise align-

ment, are usually considered much less technically

complicated than the SCM proper. Nonetheless, they

increase the system complexity, with many interfaces

that need to be properly managed. We will return

later to this topic, while describing the September

2008 LHC incident.

3. Brief History of Superconducting

Magnets for Accelerators

3.1. Early history

Intensive R&D programs were launched in many

laboratories to develop superconducting accelerator

magnets as early as the late 1960s. This article is

necessarily a partial recollection of the main steps

and achievements of the past 50 years, where, for

the sake of simplicity and compactness, we do not

mention many valuable projects and studies: a valu-

able review of the SCMs from the Tevatron to the

LHC can be found in Ref. 18.

The beginning of the history of SCM technol-

ogy for accelerators can be placed at the start of

the 1970s, when more or less at the same time

Martin Wilson at RAL (UK) and Bill Sampson at

BNL were able to produce the first SC dipole and

quadrupole. The EU effort was federated in a col-

laboration (GESSS) aimed at producing a prototype

for the 300GeV proton synchrotron, the new CERN

flagship project called SPS. With a 7-km-long ring,

a 4.5 T superconducting SPS would have reached

1 TeV beam [19]. However, ramped magnets (with

a field sweep of nearly 1 T/s), as needed for syn-

chrotrons, were still too difficult for the early infancy

stage of SCM technology. CERN went on with the

resistive magnet project and SPS finally was com-

missioned at 400 GeV in 1976. The advantages of

SCMs, and particularly quadrupoles, were readily

recognized. CERN engaged in a project to increase

the luminosity of the ISR proton–proton collider

(the grandfather of the LHC) by means of powerful

large aperture superconducting quadrupoles rated

for 5 T [20]. Indeed, by 1980 the eight 1-m-long SC

low-β quadrupoles of the ISR were the first SC mag-

nets operated on an accelerator. However, with the

construction of the “conventional” SPS, the spotlight

definitively migrated to the USA for the following

decennium.

3.2. Tevatron and Isabelle

In the USA, two projects fought the good battle

at the turn of the 1970s. The recently established

Fermilab, under the vigorous leadership of the leg-

endary R. R. Wilson, was pursuing a project to go

beyond its own record of 500 GeV proton energy

of the Main Ring (inaugurated in 1976, just one

month before the CERN SPS). Less conservative
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than CERN management, Wilson believed in super-

conductivity and launched what became, through the

name of Energy Doubler and then Energy Saver, the

Tevatron [21], a collider where magnets, after a very

slow synchrotron mode at less than 100 mT/s, stay

at the flat top for hours, the ideal mode for supercon-

ductivity. The name was obviously chosen to mark

the new level of record energy granted by using the

new superconducting technology. One brilliant idea

of Fermilab scientists was to accelerate the proton–

antiproton in the same magnet ring (and one beam

pipe), saving a second ring: this required a magnet

aperture of 75 mm.

Even before Fermilab, BNL had engaged in long

and fruitful R&D [22], eventually converging to the

design of 4 T magnets for Isabelle, later renamed

CBA (Colliding Beam Accelerators), a 200+200 p–p

collider. After a very promising initial success, mag-

net development for a “better” 400+400 GeV accel-

erator based on 5 T field dipoles took longer than

expected, resulting in delays. The good progress of

the construction of what was to become the Tevatron

at Fermilab, and the discovery by CERN’s Carlo

Rubbia in 1982 of the W and Z bosons, took much

wind from the sails of Isabelle, by then appearing

redundant. In July 1983, while the SC Energy Saver

at Fermilab produced the first beam at 512 GeV,

Isabelle was stopped in favor of a much higher energy

collider, the SSC (see later).

The success of the Tevatron marked the rise

of superconductivity for accelerators: with 7 km

at 4.2 K and more than 700 6-m-long SCMs work-

ing in series, it really demonstrated the viability of

superconducting accelerator magnet technology. The

success of Tevatron magnets was based on two tech-

nically decisive advances: the first one was the use

of the Rutherford cable, with a compaction factor

of 90%, some 20–30% more than the braided cable

used by the Isabelle magnets; the second one was the

development of the collar system for prestress; see

Subsec. 2.3. A big difference was that the Tevatron

went on with the design of a warm yoke, while

Isabelle dipoles had the iron yoke included in the cold

mass. This second solution avoids many problems

of coil centering and alignment. However, it makes

the cool-down and warm-up cycle very long, some-

thing that was feared by Tevatron designers in view

of possible frequent stops for maintenance/repair (in

a proton collider the availability of the machine is

almost as important as the peak performance). How-

ever, all subsequent projects followed the solution of

cold iron, as for the BNL design.

3.3. HERA and UNK

In the 1980s, the DESY laboratory in Hamburg

started construction of HERA, an e–p collider whose

proton ring was based on SC dipoles of 4.7 T at 4.6 K,

later operated at 5.5 T by subcooling below 4 K. Very

similar in field and aperture to the Tevatron, as well

as in quantity (the HERA proton ring was of sim-

ilar size), the approximately 500 9-m-long HERA

dipole magnets [17] marked a few innovations with

respect to the Tevatron: (i) use of cold iron, as men-

tioned in Subsec. 2.3, with an external steel cylinder

acting only as a He vessel; (ii) use of free-standing

aluminum collars, i.e. the thermal contraction was

a critical factor in the coil prestress; (iii) it was all

manufactured in industry, while all the pioneering

Tevatron magnets were laboratory-built. HERA was

very successful in all respects; only the use of a rel-

atively large filament diameter in the Nb–Ti cable

(15–17 µm, against the 10 µm of the Tevatron) posed

an unnecessary operational challenge that had to

be met.

Meanwhile, the Institute of High Energy Physics

(IHEP) in Protvino, Russia, was striving to build

a 3 TeV, 21-km-long, single ring synchrotron for fixed

target experiments (to be eventually complemented

in a second phase by a second ring to work in collider

mode). Based on 2100 6-m-long, 5 T dipoles, rated

for about 100–300mT/s at 4.4 K, UNK dipoles had

a very good design and a comfortable margin (they

reached more than 6 T) [23]. However, in 1994 the

SC ring project was practically stopped because of

the political and economic crises in the former Soviet

Union.

3.4. RHIC

The Relativistic Hadron Collider was built in

the 1990s in the tunnel prepared for the dismissed

Isabelle. The ion beams in the two intersecting inde-

pendent rings, 3.8 km long, are guided by dipole mag-

nets of 3.5 T field [17]. Here the challenge was not the

field level, but the low cost. Built in parallel with

its giant brother, the SSC (see the next section), it

had a limited budget, diminished over many years.
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The main new features introduced by the RHIC mag-

nets were: (i) use of iron lamination, locked by keys

and restrained by an external cylinder through weld-

shrinking, to precompress the coils surrounded by

inexpensive thin plastic collars which served as coil

positioner only; (ii) careful design of the magnetic

field in the presence of a very important contribu-

tion of the iron yoke with strong nonlinear effects;

(iii) use of magnetic measurements during produc-

tion, both as a quality tool and to allow “on-line”

correcting actions, mostly but not only with mag-

netic shimming. Not least, the superconducting cable

was of very high quality (an important spinoff from

the R&D for the SSC) with high Jc fine filaments,

and control of Jc and copper content thanks to the

world class superconductor test facility of BNL.

3.5. LHC and SSC

3.5.1. The rise and fall of the giant: SSC

The Super Superconducting Collider (SSC) has been

a leading project for accelerator SCM development,

backed by a joint effort of all major US laborato-

ries. From the 1983 to 1993, the year of its halt and

cancelation by the US Congress, the R&D for the

87-km-long proton–proton collider marked the mag-

net progress. An optimization study fixed the operat-

ing field of the 15-m-long single bore dipole to 6.6 T,

the maximum for a 4.4 K temperature operation,

in order to meet the target of 20 TeV per proton

beam. The design was based on austenitic steel free-

standing collars and cold iron with no mechani-

cal function. The collar technology was improved

to reduce the spring-back effect during assembly by

using tapered keys, which are inserted by means of

hydraulic pistons in a state very near to their final

load [24]. This is particularly important in order

to limit the loss of prestress and avoid excessive

mechanical loading of the SC coils during the col-

laring process. Among the breakthroughs made in

the frame of the SSC R&D, one has to mention the

increase in Jc from 2000 to >2700 A/mm
2
, 5 T–4.2 K,

in conjunction with high quality fine filaments of 5–

6 µm and the new cable insulation based on full poly-

imide. However, a number of technical choices were

probably not fully optimized — contributing, with

bad management and adverse circumstances, to the

decision to cancel the project. Among them one has

to mention the use of single bore magnets which

required two complete separate rings: the highly crit-

icized LHC twin dipole LHC design proved to be

right, and 15% less expensive. The working point was

very ambitiously near to the critical surface (only

a 0.6 K temperature margin), because of the desire

to approach a high field without taking up the possi-

bility offered by superfluid helium — considered too

complex. Stability, training and other effects made

the R&D long [25] and expensive; the increase of

the bore from 40 mm to 50 mm, without reducing

the field, made performance more difficult to attain,

which contributed to the cost escalation that even-

tually led to the Congress decision to cancel the

project.

3.5.2. LHC: “small and smart”

The LHC was starting R&D at the end of the 1980s,

with very low profile and funding. It relied a lot on

the SCC R&D. However, to take full advantage of the

existing 26.7-km-long LEP tunnel, it pushed the Nb–

Ti magnet technology to its extreme. Design inno-

vations were [26]: (i) use of the two-in-one design

proposed first by BNL and dismissed for the SCC

and RHIC; actually, the LHC went further by using

for the dipole the original “twin” variant, where the

two channels are fully coupled both magnetically and

mechanically; (ii) cooling to 1.9 K to boost Nb–Ti

performance and make use of the superior conductiv-

ity and heat transfer properties offered by superfluid

helium. In fact, up to 1989 the use of Nb3Sn was still

considered, with R&D that was marked by the first

break of the 10 T wall by a dipole coil [27]; however,

cost and industrial maturity were in favor of Nb–

Ti and HeII, and the performance of Nb3Sn had to

improve significantly over that of Nb–Ti, which hap-

pened only many years later, as shown in the graph

of Fig. 16 and discussed in Ref. 10.

Another significant innovation of the LHC SCMs

was in the control of the interstrand resistance of

the cable. Also called contact resistance, Rc, this

critical parameter that controls interstrand coupling

currents was still an open point of the SSC design

at its closure (at least for the SC booster); the large

LHC cable is vulnerable to values below 10 µΩ, while

the high Jc calls for collective cable stabilization,

which can disappear for values beyond 100–200 µΩ.

Interstrand resistance values in the right window,

10 < Rc < 200 µΩ, were obtained by carefully
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Fig. 16. Critical current density of Nb–Ti, at 4.2 and 1.9K, compared with that of Nb3Sn at 4.2K, this last at the time of the
LHC decision on superconductors and today.

controlling the thickness of the Sn–Ag coating layer

of the strands, followed by a customized (according

to actually measured thickness) air heat treatment

of the whole cable to induce surface oxidation [28].

3.5.3. LHC dipole magnet design

The LHC main dipoles (or main bends, MBs) have

been designed for a nominal operation at 8.33 T, 86%

of the maximum current Imax, or l = 0.86 (see Sub-

sec. 2.2.4), which is the critical current on the load

line. The mechanics was, however, designed for the

“ultimate” field of 9 T, corresponding to l = 0.93.

The design of the LHC MBs has gone through

about 10 years of evolution, with three generations

of design, all featuring two coil layers wound with

different cables [29]. The three generations differ

in the coil layout, in the collar design and in how

the coil–collar assembly interferes with the yoke-skin

assembly. Making reference to Fig. 17, in which the

details of a quadrant of one aperture are visible, the

basic design characteristics of the third — final —

generation are:

Coil layout. With a 56 mm free bore, it is based on

six-conductor blocks. After an unsuccessful attempt

in 1992–98 to work with five coil blocks of the sec-

ond generation, the final design has been based on

an optimized six-block layout, where the conductors

are as radial as possible and the shear forces among

conductors are minimized.

Coils. The two conductor shells are wound with dif-

ferent cables whose margins in critical current are

very similar, so it is an optimized grading. This

Fig. 17. Quadrant of the LHC dipole, with all mating sur-
faces indicated.

feature has improved the central field per unit cur-

rent but has reduced the margin to quench, and it

implies that imperfections in the winding of the sec-

ond layer are as important as those of the inner layer,

despite the considerable number of turns grouped in

the two blocks of the outer shell.

The coils are composed of poles of two layers

each. The necessity to avoid sorting in order not to

slow the production requires that each pole, and even

each layer, be identical within 100µm, which cor-

responds to a variation of about 0.1% of the main

field, 3.5 and −0.4 units (10−4) of the main har-

monics, sextupole and decapole respectively, and to
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about 12 MPa in azimuthal coil prestress. The neces-

sity of top–bottom and left–right symmetry means

that coils must all be similar, even better than the

stated figures.

Collars. These are of the twin type, i.e. the two mag-

netic channels are fully coupled, a novelty that was

not without risk. Made out of special austenitic steel

with very low magnetization under operating condi-

tions, collars are obtained by fine blanking accord-

ing to a shape that ensures the wanted coil cavity

under stress and cold conditions, and for this reason

the collars are slightly elliptical (ε = 0.1 mm) when

punched. The choice of stainless steel was introduced

relatively late in the Project, after a long period

when an aluminum alloy was preferred. With the alu-

minum collar the prestress induced by thermal con-

traction would have been good for 5 T or so, like for

HERA. The additional restraining was coming from

the external shrinking cylinder through the yoke. For

this reason the yoke had an open vertical gap; this

gap and the weld-induced shrinking proved to be very

difficult to control at the desired level of accuracy,

especially in long magnets industrially built. The

first long magnet of the LHC first generation, with

six coil blocks [30], had aluminum collars and in 1994

reached 9 T in two quenches and no retraining; see

Fig. 18. The approval of the LHC was based on that

magnet; however, this success was not always repro-

duced by subsequent magnets. So, austenitic steel for

collars was introduced as the last big modification,

allowing for a more comfortable margin in the con-

struction and assembly tolerances. Also, thanks to

its higher rigidity, the use of austenitic steel helps

Fig. 18. Training quench of the first full prototype of the
LHC dipole (CERN–INFN collaboration, 1994).

limit (but cannot avoid) conductor movements, as

discussed in Ref. 14.

Iron. The presence of an iron insert at the vertical

symmetry plane in between collar and iron yoke (see

Fig. 17) helps the assembly accuracy and the trans-

mission of vertical force from the shell to the collars,

through the iron yoke, in a position that is critical for

the twin design. Indeed, the lack of left-to-right sym-

metry in twin collars is one of the main disadvantages

with respect to the single collaring coil assembly. The

inclined surface of the iron insert is meant just to

compensate for the reduced rigidity in the central

arm of each aperture of the collars. The interference

between the iron yoke and the collars is also situated

at the midplane, the outer arm of each aperture, and

at two different positions along the collar outer arm.

The iron insert proved to be useful for fine-tuning

the field quality for even harmonics.

Cold mass assembly. As previously stated, the coil–

collar assembly is surrounded by the magnetic circuit

contained by a shrinking cylinder, formed by welding

two half-shells made out of austenitic steel. The care-

fully controlled welding shrinkage provides the nec-

essary rigidity to the whole magnet. The forces are

transmitted by interference among very rigid pieces

(collars and yoke). Therefore, not only is the preci-

sion of the single pieces high (typically ± 20 µm for

the collars and ± 50 µm for the yoke) but the assem-

bly must ensure this precision as well over the 15 m

magnet length.

The typical azimuthal stress history (at the coil–

collars interface, near the pole region, at 90◦; see

Fig. 17) for the LHC dipoles is shown in Fig. 19,

where there can be noted relatively low prestress

after cool-down, about 20% of the peak stress seen

by coils during manufacturing, maybe the least satis-

factory feature of the LHC dipole structural design.

Magnet-to-magnet variation can be easily of the

order of 15–20%. One should also note that the upper

limit of the magnet powering is not necessarily zero

stress, which implies detachment of the coil from the

pole: if the friction associated with the movement

does not generate excessive heat, the magnet can

indeed reach a field in the range of 9.5 T to 10 T, cor-

responding to Imax, as some models and prototypes

did. However, this usually occurs with many training

quenches and the reproducibility of this result would
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Fig. 19. Compressive stress at the coil–pole interface (see Fig. 17) for the LHC dipole during construction, cool-down and
energization.

be very poor and not suitable for a reliable operating

machine.

The magnet is curved, with a sagitta of

about 9 mm, corresponding to a radius of curva-

ture of 2812.36 m. This curvature has a tolerance of

± 1 mm, with the exception of the extremities of the

magnet, where the tolerance is very tight: ± 0.3 (sys-

tematic) and 0.5 mm rms in order to keep the correc-

tor magnets centered with respect to the beam tube,

so as to avoid harmonic feed-down (detrimental to

beam optics.)

3.5.4. LHC main and insertion quadrupoles

The main dipole system constitutes the backbone of

the LHC and it alone accounts for 85% of the cost of

the magnetic system, i.e. for almost 50% of the accel-

erator. The quadrupoles are of course the other main

part of the magnet system, the last one being the cor-

rector magnets, which will not be discussed in this

article. There are various types of large quadrupoles:

the main quadrupoles for a regular lattice and part

of the dispersion suppressors, special quadrupoles for

the rest of the dispersion suppressors, the matching

sections between experimental regions and the reg-

ular arc, and the low-β quadrupoles just before the

collision points.

The main quadrupoles (MQs) have been

designed by the CEA–Saclay (France) team in col-

laboration with CERN [31]. The design was based on

the same conductor as the main dipole outer layer,

for cost and risk reduction — although, from the

e.m. design point of view, the 15-mm-wide cable is

really big for the 56 mm aperture of the magnet. For

the same reason no grading was applied for the two

layers, with some loss of design efficiency, but a gain

in construction efficiency (use of the double pancake

technique with no joint between the inner and the

outer layer). The ratio of peak to useful field (λ; see

Subsec. 2.2.4) is highly optimized. The magnet is a

classical two-in-one, where the two coils are lodged in

one iron yoke which has a central ridge — a central

iron arm that magnetically decouples the two aper-

tures. The forces are such that free-standing collars

can comfortably retain the stress, the only coupling

between collars and iron being the pins to insure

straightness and proper alignment.

The matching section quadrupole (MQM) has

many features similar to those of the MQ; however,

the design was achieved with a much smaller cable,

the objective being to reduce the powering current

(6 kA, versus the 12 kA required by the MQ). Since

all these magnets are individually powered [32], this

choice greatly simplifies the cold powering. The coil

“efficiency,” i.e. the quantity of the superconductor

for a given field/gradient, is higher than in the MQ.

This is, however, at the expense of smaller margins

for quench and stability.

Very interesting is the case of the MQY: these

quadrupoles, also of classical two-in-one design with

amperage of 6 kA or less, feature a large aperture —

70 mm. They operate at 4.2 K; however, thanks to

grading of the superconductor in the two double

layers and also to a special grading (the transition

from the inner to the outer type of cable happens

inside the second layer), they reach a peak field sim-

ilar to the MQ and MQM (more than 6 T in opera-

tion, with 7.5 T as the magnet critical field) [32].

The low-β quadrupoles feature a single wide

aperture of 70 mm and operate at 1.9 K. Here the two

teams that shared the construction ended up with

two very different designs. The Fermilab MQXB [33]

was based on large cables (12 kA), with grading

among the two layers, and free-standing collars inside
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the iron yoke. The KEK MQXA [34] was based on

small cables (7 kA) with four layers. The coils are

assembled using 10-mm-wide spacer-type, nonsup-

porting collars. The prestress in the coils and their

rigidity are provided by the yoke structure, which

consists of horizontally split laminations keyed at the

midplane. The locking of the yoke is similar to that of

the collar for dipoles, so deviation from fourfold sym-

metry is a possible risk, which was finally success-

fully mastered. The MQXA design uses 40% more

superconductor than the MQXB, and therefore has

a higher peak field and gradient, which translate into

a bigger margin, but it was possibly more complex to

manufacture than the MQXB. Both designs proved

to be successful and reached the goals, showing that

optimization is not a rigid and unique concept.

A more detailed comparison of the e.m. design

of these magnets, and others as well, can be found

in Ref. 35; in Fig. 20 the cross section of the MQXA

magnet is shown.

4. Experience from LHC Magnets

The LHC is such a large project with such a large

number and so many types of accelerator magnets

that the feedback from the construction and commis-

sioning has great value for design and future projects.

Fig. 20. Cross section of the MQXA, the low-β quadrupole
designed by KEK in collaboration with CERN.

4.1. Construction

Design alone, good as it could be, cannot guaran-

tee the accuracy and uniformity required of acceler-

ator magnets: component construction and assembly

are critical, too. The construction has been described

elsewhere [36, 37], so here we recall that in the LHC

the most important components that could influence

the performance of the magnets, and that required

uniformity all along the production, were kept under

the control of CERN:

(i) All components of the coils from superconduct-

ing cables to copper spacers;

(ii) The main components of the 2D cross section:

austenitic steel collars, iron yoke laminations,

external cylinders;

(iii) Most mechanical components of the magnet,

e.g. cold bore tube (beam pipe), HeII heat

exchanger tube, end covers;

(iv) Most electrical components, e.g. quench

heaters (for pre-series magnets), superconduct-

ing bus bars, protection diodes, instrumentation

feedthrough.

All these components were designed and purchased

by CERN separately and given to the magnet assem-

blers. In certain cases CERN even purchased the

raw materials, which were then given to a company

for transformation into finished components before

delivery to magnet assemblers. This was the case

when the properties of the raw materials were criti-

cal for performance: (a) the superconductor (Nb–Ti

alloy) of the superconducting strands; (b) austenitic

steel for collars; (c) low carbon steel (iron) of the

yoke lamination.

In this way the risk of being “supplier of its

own suppliers” was great and occasionally generated

tension and organizational problems, and in a few

cases some extra cost. However, in this way the final

product was guaranteed and basically no surprises

were experienced at the test and measurement of a

magnet. Somehow CERN moved quality checks to

the earliest possible moment, rather than waiting to

check the final result and eventually rejecting what

was not conforming. This was the key to the fact that

all contracts for the main dipoles were completed

according to the schedule, with negligible extra cost.

Since the coil is compressed in a cavity; given

by the locked collars (see Figs. 14 and 17), the
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Fig. 21. Variation of the shim thickness for the two coil layers
of LHC dipoles during manufacturing.

azimuthal prestress and the azimuthal length of the

coils, this last determining the harmonic content, are

not independent. As discussed earlier, the coil size

determines the harmonic content. A 0.12 mm vari-

ation of the azimuthal length of the coil package

(i.e. about 0.25% of the developed length) causes a

variation of the sextupole b3 of more than four units.

On the other hand, if the coil is forced at a constant

azimuthal dimension, the prestress at room temper-

ature varies by 15 MPa. It was decided to steer pro-

duction for field quality, i.e. the coil geometry was

fixed irrespective of the induced stress variation, pro-

vided that the coil size — measured under 50 MPa

stress — was not deviating by more than ± 0.12 mm.

A larger variation triggered a fine-tuning of suitable

shim positioned between coil upper end and pole; see

Fig. 17. The shim variation from nominal size of the

entire 1278-dipole production is reported in Fig. 21,

from Ref. 38, where it can be noticed that adjustment

Fig. 22. Sextupole components of all dipoles measured at warm at the three manufacturing sites. The data on the left of the
dashed vertical line are the first 30 dipoles with the cross section before the first fine-tuning (see text for details).

was rare and mainly at the beginning. Variation of

the coil’s azimuthal length along the 15 m length of

a similar coil was negligible, with σ ∼ 20 µm.

A key step in the quality control was the use

of extensive magnetic measurements at low cur-

rent, 8 A, at room temperature, carried out during

construction on each magnet both as collared coil

and then as “yoked” cold mass. Measurements were

introduced first for steering production toward the

field quality allowed window. This procedure trig-

gered two fine-tunings of the cross section, done via

change of the spacers inside the coil, to stay inside the

target (see Fig. 22, from Ref. 38), where the results of

the two interventions, carried out without stopping

production, are clearly visible in the measured data.

Dipoles with the first two cross sections were allo-

cated almost all in one sector of the machine, com-

pensating locally for the differences in the measured

field components (see the next section).

In addition, the system proved to be a useful

tool for detecting serious hidden defects that could

impact on the magnet quench or electrical perfor-

mance. Intercepting defects at the earliest stage, by

any means, including complex magnetic measure-

ments, has been a guiding star for the LHC project.

Its usefulness also for correcting weak procedures,

besides finding single large mistakes, is summarized

in Fig. 23, where the number of coil disassemblies

triggered by magnetic measurements on the produc-

tion premises is plotted as a function of production.

Mistakes were numerous at the beginning; then, after

a quiet period when we thought that production was

well under control, we had a sudden increase, and we
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Fig. 23. Number of defects serious enough to trigger a coil
disassembly during LHC dipole production.

were on the verge of blocking production. The sudden

increase in the number of mistakes was correlated

with massive injection of new personnel, necessary

for reaching the required rate for mass production;

review of procedures, tighter QA and careful train-

ing of personnel were among the remedies that even-

tually made the two-thirds remaining of production

very stable, with very few deviations observed.

The production of the LHC magnets lasted seven

years. Preseries contracts (7% of the total) were

signed in 2000, series contracts in 2002, and the last

dipole and quadrupole were delivered perfectly on

time, on 7 November 2006. We had less than 2%

of magnet rejections, and only two (less than 0.2%)

could not be repaired. This success demonstrated the

achieved maturity of the SCM technology based on

Nb–Ti, eventually completing the route initiated by

the Tevatron.

4.2. Installation and sorting

Well-performing magnets are a prerequisite for a

good accelerator, but beam quality and reliable oper-

ation require additional considerations of sorting and

optimal placement, as well as precise and repro-

ducible control. This was done to a high degree for

the LHC.

A total of approximately 1800 large SCMs had

been produced, tested and installed during the four

years of construction of the LHC. Each magnet was

examined from the viewpoints of electrical perfor-

mance, magnet protection, field quality and mag-

net alignment, by a Magnet Evaluation Board [39]

charged with magnet acceptance and sorting for the

whole ring. The installation and tunnel location of

the magnets in the LHC accelerator were optimized

Table 4. Magnet sorting criteria.

Type of magnet Number Sorted quantity

Arc dipole (MB) 1232 Geometry
Field (b1, a2, b3)
Training

Arc quadrupoles (SSS) 360 Field (b2)
Dispersion suppressor 64 Training of trim

quadrupoles quadrupoles
Geometry

Matching sections 50 Geometry
quadrupoles

Cold low-beta 24 Geometry
quadrupoles
(Q1. . .Q3)

Separation and 16 Geometry
recombination cold
dipoles (D1. . .D4)

Warm quadrupoles (MQW) 48 Field geometry

based on the magnet performance (mainly geome-

try and field quality, but also electrical and quench

issues). The objective was to preserve and, if possi-

ble, optimize the machine performance as originally

projected by the design studies. Sorting followed the

criteria listed in Table 4.

Some of the motivations and results of sorting

are shown by two representative plots in Figs. 24

and 25. In Fig. 24 we show the maximum deviation

of the mechanical axis of the dipole for all magnets

installed (two bores, V1 and V2), on top of the class

definition for installation in the dispersion suppres-

sor region (golden), any location in the arc (silver)

and the middle of a regular cell (midcell). In spite of

Fig. 24. Measurements of the geometry of the LHC main
dipole and sorting class (see text for details).
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Fig. 25. Rms b3 for the two beam tubes of the LHC: with no
sorting (higher columns) and with sorting.

a significant fraction of magnets exceeding the manu-

facturing specification of 1 mm on the axis deviation

from the nominal orbit, sorting of dipoles by their

geometry has allowed us to preserve the accelerator

mechanical aperture to values exceeding initial spec-

ifications, and with no bottleneck in the arc.

A similar benefit of sorting is observed in Fig. 25,

where we plot the rms normal sextupole b3 for the

arcs of each of the eight sectors into which the LHC

is subdivided, for both of the apertures V1 and V2.

Two columns report rms b3 as would be obtained by

a random installation, and the two smaller columns

represent its effective value when pairing and com-

pensation are taken into account. Typically, the val-

ues of b3 fall within the manufacturing specification,

with a marginal exception for sector 78, which con-

tained the initial production with a different cross

section. After sorting, the effective rms b3 is reduced

by a factor of 3, with the benefit of a strong reduction

of the third order resonance driving term.

4.3. The 2008 incident

On 19 September 2008, just nine days after the spec-

tacular first circulating beam in the LHC, the magnet

system experienced a very grave incident. During the

current ramp-up of the last sector which was not yet

brought to its maximum (indeed, start-up was done

with two sectors not yet fully tested), a faulty elec-

trical interconnection, carrying about 9 kA, melted

away, generating an electric arc that perforated the

helium vessel. There were many consequences, with

huge collateral damage due to the helium pressure

rise (above 8 bar, instead of the 1.5 bar of design).

Consequently, 53 main magnets were removed and

only 16 could be reinstalled after minor interven-

tions; 37 magnets, a more than 500 m length of the

accelerator, had to be replaced with spares, which

were barely sufficient in number. The finding and rec-

ommendation can be found in Ref. 40, while detailed

descriptions and considerations of the reasons have

been discussed in Ref. 41. The incident was triggered

by the only completely faulty interconnection (now

we know this for sure); however, the electrical splice

between magnets is done according to a weak design

and even apparently good splices have a nonnegli-

gible probability of undergoing a thermal runaway

at high current because of discontinuity of the cop-

per stabilizer. For this reason the accelerator per-

formance is today limited to 60% in terms of the

magnetic field and then of the beam energy. Only a

campaign of consolidation, foreseen in 2013–14 and

aimed at assuring stabilizer continuity in all splices

and at fixing the defectives ones, will allow the LHC

to reach its nominal design parameters.

It is, however, useful to comment that the inci-

dent happened because an interface was not given

the necessary attention. Considered mainly as a

mechanical problem, there was insufficient analysis of

the superconducting behavior of the bus bar joints,

which eventually resulted in lack of continuity of the

stabilizer and in lack of diagnostic and consequent

protection.

It is also interesting to note that the electrical arc

alone would have seriously damaged the two adjacent

magnets, with some important but not severe col-

lateral damage (pollution of the beam pipe). What

made the incident so grave was the lack of protec-

tion against a release of liquid into the warm cryo-

stat that was ten times larger than expected in the

considered fault scenario. The magnet, cryostat and

cryogenic teams did not discuss the possible worst

scenario together, in this way missing implementa-

tion of a few simple measures that would have greatly

reduced the consequences.

The lesson is somehow simple and complex at

the same time: while the “superconducting magnet”

is by far the most complicated part, the magnetic sys-

tem is the realm of complexity. System integration is

much more than simply fitting the components: it

is the discipline that makes a laboratory apparatus

a working device. In the case of the LHC magnet

system, the superconducting bus bars, and its joints,

earlier considered an “easy” component, are actually
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a critical one that, together with the protection diode

and the coil quench heaters, will probably be a source

of concern during all of the LHC life. System inte-

gration is a view that should be considered at the

early stage of a project, and even discussed together

with the project of the main components, especially

when dealing with a phenomenally complex machine

like the LHC.

It is also important to note that recovery was

very fast: indeed, the huge work of repair and rein-

stallation was carried out in less than nine months.

In Fig. 26 one can see the LHC magnets installed

in the tunnel.

4.4. Operation

4.4.1. Magnetic model

The installed magnets are presently operated by a

complex control system that translates the desired

optics into powering currents on a circuit-by-circuit

basis. The key elements of this conversion are

Fig. 26. LHC magnets in the LHC tunnel during electrical
checks: in blue are the main dipoles, while the U-shaped tube
visible in the middle connects a quadrupole to the cryogenic
line.

the circuit transfer functions, based on measured

field quality data that have been parametrized and

synthesized into simple but complete fitting func-

tions that form the Field Description of the LHC

(FiDeL) [42]. FiDeL is a much-evolved form of the

Tevatron feedforward and of the RHIC magnetic

model. It allows dispensing of the reference mag-

nets originally planned for the LHC, as was done for

HERA, with a nonnegligible saving of cost and logis-

tics. In addition to the transfer functions, FiDeL pro-

vides a parametrization of the field errors in the main

magnet circuits (dipoles and quadrupoles), which is

used to forecast currents in correction circuits. The

commissioning tests of FiDeL, during the first injec-

tions into the LHC, have shown that the field model

has a predictive capability of better than 10 units on

the integrated dipole field (0.1% in energy), better

than 25 units on the integrated quadrupole gradi-

ent (0.2 units of tune), and better than 0.5 units

on the integrated sextupole (20 units of chromatic-

ity). These results, achieved blindly (i.e. without

beam feedback), are quite spectacular. Trimming the

model using the accumulated beam-based measure-

ments, and adopting strict precycling procedures,

has reduced the range for day-to-day operation by

one order of magnitude. The experience from the

operation of all previous SC accelerators has led

to a very good understanding of a number of key

issues, the most outstanding being chromaticity con-

trol and beta-beating [43]. The stability of the mag-

netic machine, also thanks to the carefully studied

precycle, is one of the characteristics most appreci-

ated by the operation crew and one of the key ele-

ments of the success of LHC operation.

Chromaticity correction, which has puzzled

operators at the Tevatron and plagued those at

HERA, is now possible at the LHC to within the

equivalent of a few units of chromaticity (i.e. a few

ppm of the sextupole field error) to be compared to

10 units (1000 ppm) of the sextupole error generated

by persistent current in the dipoles (see Fig. 14).

This includes a practically lossless compensation for

the infamous decay and snapback responsible for up

to 30% beam loss at the Tevatron.

Beta-beating, an indicator of the goodness of

the local optics, has been found in the range of 30–

40% for the bare machine at injection (i.e. before

corrections are applied). This becomes 10% at the

end of the ramp to 4 TeV, i.e. within the extremely
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tight beam specification. Local corrections reduce the

above values to 5–10% at most throughout the ramp.

4.4.2. Quench and powering

Accelerator magnets exhibit training, i.e. they ini-

tially quench at a current level well below Imax,

defined in Subsec. 2.2.4, but at each successive cur-

rent ramp they tend to improve the current level at

which spontaneous quench occurs. Eventually, the

quench training attains a plateau, at which point

the quench current does not improve any longer,

as shown in the training curve of Fig. 18. The

plateau current is ideally Imax. In practice, how-

ever, for accelerator magnets the quench plateau is

frequently around l ∼ 90%. This is not surpris-

ing, recalling our discussion on margins and sta-

bility. On one hand, when approaching Imax the

reduction of the temperature margin and the lim-

ited amount of stabilizer cause a strong reduction

of the stability margin, vanishing at l = 1. At the

same time, the spectrum of mechanical perturbations

increases in amplitude as the field increases, also

because the mechanical structure may be designed

for an operation current smaller than Imax (as previ-

ously mentioned, the LHC dipole has been mechan-

ically designed for the ultimate operation at 9 T,

i.e. l = 93%). After a full warm-up of the magnet, the

training generally restarts, with a new cycle of train-

ing quenches. The training memory is defined as the

difference between the level of the last quench before

a thermal cycle and the level of the first quench

after the thermal cycle. Good memory means lit-

tle loss of quench level, of the order of 5% or less,

like the one shown in Fig. 18. Bad memory is some-

times referred to as “detraining.” All LHC magnets

have been cold-tested, at the final acceptance test

at CERN, which has allowed their mechanical and

electrical integrity and their quench performance to

be assessed [44]. The 1232 LHC dipoles required on

average just one quench per magnet to go beyond

the nominal operating field of 8.3 T, at 11,850 A.

The quench tests (carried out directly at 1.9 K with-

out a previous test at 4.2 K) are important not only

to assess if a magnet reaches and passes the nomi-

nal operating field but also to train the magnet in

such a way that once it is installed in the tunnel it

should not require much retraining. Because of the

small stability margin, the memory between thermal

cycles is far from being assured, and so the initial

test strategy was to push all magnets to the ultimate

field of 9 T in the first training curve and submit to a

thermal cycle and retraining curve only the magnets

with sluggish training behavior (those that needed

more than nine quenches to reach 9 T). After some

initial delay, the rate of magnet delivery ramped up

so fast that it was not possible to execute all the

planned tests within the allocated time. The mag-

net test sequence was then redefined and as a conse-

quence the majority of the magnets were tested only

up to the nominal field of 8.4 T or quenched not more

than twice before they attained 8.6 T.

Only about 10% of dipoles have been submitted

to a thermal cycle, either for verification purposes

or because they were underperforming with respect

to the above criteria. For this sample, the number

of quenches per magnet to reach the nominal field

at the second thermal cycle dropped, as expected,

to an average of 0.10–0.15. The quadrupoles, hav-

ing lower e.m. forces and stored energy, and a larger

margin than the dipoles, needed on average less than

0.5 training quenches per magnet to pass the nomi-

nal current level of 11,850 A, and their memory was

found sufficient to assure practically zero quench

below nominal current in a training performed after

the thermal cycle.

During commissioning of the installed magnets,

in summer 2008, we found that a family of dipoles

presented a loss of memory higher than expected.

In Fig. 27, the forecast of quenches in the tunnel

based on the single acceptance tests is reported as

a continuous curve for all three dipole families (each

Fig. 27. Quench of LHC dipoles in the tunnel. Continu-
ous curves represent the forecast based on the acceptance
test, separated by manufacturer. Dot and cross markers are
actual quenches that occurred during hardware commissioning
(HC).
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family corresponds to a different manufacturer); the

spread in the curves indicates the uncertainty in the

analysis. On the same plot, we report using dot and

cross markers the quenches actually experienced dur-

ing the commissioning campaign, before the start-

up of the accelerator. Because of problems linked

to the quench detection, the dipole current during

commissioning was limited to the equivalent of 6.5 T

(about 5.5 TeV in terms of beam energy). Out of the

eight sectors, each comprising 154 dipoles, only one

sector — sector 5–6 — was pushed up with the inten-

tion to reach nominal operation at 8.3 T. However,

as can be noticed in Fig. 27, a number of quenches

occurred, and the training slope is rather flat, more

than expected from the extrapolation of data from

series magnet tests. The training campaign of sec-

tor 5–6 was stopped at 7.9 T (6.6 TeV), because of

the incident in sector 3–4, and it will be resumed

only after interconnection consolidation in 2015; see

Subsec. 4.3.

Sector 5–6 contains a predominance of firm

3 magnets, and for them a larger loss of memory was

observed. It can be seen from the plot that the fore-

cast for firm 3 (black curves) was slightly worse than

for the other two families. It was, however, surpris-

ing to notice that the quenches during commissioning

(indicated as “firm 3 HC” cross markers) stay con-

sistently well below the corresponding forecast from

the acceptance test at 1.9 K. For the moment the rea-

son for this unexpected behavior is not known and

no correlation could be reasonably established with

factors that may have influence on training behavior.

A study on this effect is reported in Ref. 45.

This effect, if confirmed, will probably require

an estimated four months to train the whole LHC

to reach 8.3 T, corresponding to the 7 TeV nominal

beam energy. This is a tantalizing time, especially

because there is no guarantee that the training mem-

ory will be retained upon a thermal cycle of an LHC

sector. However, we also see that it should be very

fast to reach a field corresponding to beam energies in

the range of 6.5–6.7 TeV. This energy is short of the

nominal goal, but should be a safe value to be reached

rapidly after the 2013–14 shutdown. For a hadron

collider the discovery potential is not a threshold

function of the beam energy; the slight loss in terms

of beam energy will be partly compensated for by

more integrated luminosity, and hence is not a big

issue.

5. Magnets for Pulsed Synchrotrons

The main challenge for fast-cycled accelerator mag-

nets is not so much the bore field and aperture, which

fall in the typical range of feasibility already demon-

strated, but rather to achieve them with the required

repetition rate, economically and reliably. A number

of specific issues can be mentioned:

• AC loss. The control and reduction of AC loss in

the cold mass has the utmost importance in reduc-

ing cryoplant investment and operation cost, and

in limiting the temperature excursions in the con-

ductor.

• Cooling. The heat loads on the magnet, especially

those originating from the AC loss and beam heat-

ing, must be removed efficiently to warrant a mar-

gin sufficient for stable operation.

• Quench detection and protection. Protection of

SCMs is especially demanding in the case of fast-

ramping machines, due to the high inductive volt-

ages in comparison with the voltage developed by

a resistive transition. Voltage compensation and

magnet protection must be proven in the presence

of an inductive voltage during ramps that can be

as large as 1000 times the detection threshold.

• Field quality. The contribution of coupling cur-

rents in the superconductor and eddy currents

in the iron yoke is difficult to predict, control

and measure at the desired resolution during fast

ramps.

• Material fatigue, over several hundred million

cycles, influencing material selection and, possibly,

requiring dedicated testing.

An impulse to this line of research was given recently

by the German laboratory GSI in Darmstadt, which

is pursuing the construction of a new Facility for

Antiprotons and Ion Research (FAIR) [46]. The cen-

tral part of this complex is the two rings SIS100

and SIS300, which will be built in the same tunnel

and will have magnetic rigidity Bρ = 100 Tm and

Bρ = 300 Tm, respectively. To achieve this magnetic

rigidity, the dipoles of SIS100 will have a bore field

of 2 T, with a window frame geometry mentioned

in Subsec. 2.2.2 (see Fig. 8), providing a rectangu-

lar bore of 130 mm × 65 mm. The dipoles of SIS300

have a classical cosϑ layout, and they provide a

peak field of 4.5 T in a round bore with a diame-

ter of 100 mm. The magnets for these two rings are
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especially challenging, because the operation mode

of the complex foresees fast ramping of the energy.

SIS100 should undergo a full cycle in 1 s, correspond-

ing to a ramp rate of 4 T/s. The ramp rate require-

ments for SIS300, which will operate as a storage

ring, are softer, but still the aim is to ramp the ring

at 0.5 to 1 T/s.

The SIS100 R&D at GSI is supported by activ-

ities at the JINR laboratory in Dubna (Russia).

A synchrotron similar to SIS100, the Nuclotron, has

been in operation at JINR since 1994 [47]. The

Nuclotron dipole magnets are operated in the accel-

erator at a peak field of 1.5 T, ramping at 0.6 T/s,

and have achieved a peak field of 2 T, ramping

at 4 T/s.

For SIS300, initial work has been performed in

collaboration with BNL in the USA. At the time

the accelerator had lower beam energy and dipole

field requirements (it was actually named SIS200).

A prototype magnet, GSI001 with a single layer coil

and similar in construction to the RHIC dipole, was

built and tested successfully at BNL, demonstrat-

ing operation up to a 4 T bore field in pulsed con-

ditions up to 4 T/s. The magnet sustained short

pulse sequences between 2 T/s (500 repeated cycles)

and 4 T/s (3 repeated cycles) without quenching [48].

Since end-2006, the Italian INFN, in collabora-

tion with GSI, has launched a prototype design and

Fig. 28. Cross section of the cold mass and picture of the first curved coil of the DiSCoRaP dipole for FAIR-SIS300 (courtesy
of G. Volpini, INFN–Milano).

construction activity to demonstrate the feasibility

and test the performance of a dipole for SIS300 [49].

The INFN program, dubbed DiSCoRaP, has focused

on the design and construction of a dipole proto-

type with peak field of 4.5 T, curved with a sagitta

of 28 mm over a 4 m length and with a ramp rate

of 1 T/s, i.e. the present parameters for the SIS300

dipoles. The dipole (see Fig. 28) is at present under

test.

An additional interest of the above R&D, beyond

the construction of FAIR, is that the range of design

parameters considered for SIS100 and SIS300 is the

same as would be necessary for an upgrade of the PS

and SPS injectors at CERN.

The range of parameters reported above is rel-

atively large, and spans different technologies. We

have nonetheless tried to find a common denomina-

tor among the various options by plotting in Fig. 29

the required field ramp rate (dB/dt) versus the peak

field in the bore B. We notice an interesting fea-

ture of the scatter plot, namely that most of the

points for fast-ramped magnets are clustered around

a curve B × (dB/dt) = const. In fact, the prod-

uct Π = B × (dB/dt) is proportional to the power

per unit volume released in the magnet. Hence, for

a given magnet design, an increasing value of Π is

associated with higher terminal voltage and AC loss,

two of the main issues for ramped magnets listed
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Fig. 29. B–dB/dt chart for SCMs: the ones for pulsed oper-
ation accumulate around the upper trend line.

earlier. Neglecting the large range of designs reported

in Fig. 29, which is a conscious oversimplification, we

can thus use Π as an indicator of the ramped perfor-

mance: magnets with the same Π are assumed to be

equally difficult to design and build, with respect to

the pulsed mode. Most magnets presently in design

or prototyping for ramped applications are aimed at

a target value of Π = 7 T2/s, which also covers the

range of parameters considered for both a PS and

an SPS upgrade. The plot in Fig. 29 also reports the

computed value of Π for the four large scale super-

conducting synchrotrons, to demonstrate the jump

in performance sought after.

6. Next Generation High Field Magnets

6.1. High luminosity LHC

Although beam energy, which determines the dis-

covery reach, is the first objective of a collider,

luminosity, proportional to the instantaneous rate of

collisions, is a very close second. Even more impor-

tant is the time integral of the luminosity, i.e. the

total number of collisions that can be recorded by

the detectors. Once a collider has pushed the perfor-

mance of the dipole magnets to its maximum practi-

cal limit, reaching the highest possible beam energy,

the next, unavoidable step is to increase the lumi-

nosity, in order to improve the number and statis-

tical relevance of the data from the detectors. If we

take the example of the LHC, the collider presently

operates at 4 TeV, which is approximately 60% of

the nominal energy. The beam luminosity achieved

so far is 0.7 · L0, where L0 is the nominal design

luminosity, L0 = 1034
· cm−2

· s−1. This is an excel-

lent result, considering that the planned increase

in energy will yield additional luminosity. An indi-

cation of the good performance is the integrated

luminosity (proportional to the total number of col-

lisions), which amounts today to 15 fb−1 (inverse

femtobarns), which is already more than the total

accumulated during the seven years of Tevatron Run

II. After the 2013–14 shutdown, when the main cir-

cuits splices will be consolidated (see Subsec. 4.3),

the LHC is expected to reach an operating energy

approaching the nominal 7 TeV. At this energy the

luminosity will most likely exceed the nominal value

L0, thus further increasing the rate of data produc-

tion. After a few more years, however, an increase in

luminosity is required to further extend the physics

reach of the collider. Indeed, around 2022 the present

plan foresees carrying out an upgrade of the LHC

to increase its peak luminosity by a factor of 5 and

possibly multiply by a factor of 10 its integrated

luminosity [50]. To reach this goal, at least two mag-

net systems, the collimation region and the low-β

quadrupoles, will require a substantial upgrade, well

beyond the limit of the present LHC technology.

Especially for the low-β quadrupoles, the required

performance is near the limit of the performance

of Nb3Sn (see Ref. 51 for a thorough discussion on

limits of SC material for a high field). The work

described above is within the scope of the broader

High Luminosity LHC upgrade (HL-LHC). The High

Luminosity machine is the next frontier for acceler-

ator magnets: while the LHC has been the peak of

30 years of Nb–Ti magnet development, the HL-LHC

gives the opportunity to prove on an existing acceler-

ator the suitability of high field magnet technology,

on a limited number of magnets. If successful, this

could open the door to another, much bigger project

based on SCMs.

6.1.1. The 11 T two-in-one dipole

The increased luminosity will require that additional

collimators be placed in the dispersion suppressor

(DS) region, which is at 1.9 K, to protect from the

increased rate of particle loss. The DS region does
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not have built-in space for the new collimators, which

are 3–4 m long. One possibility of creating this space

is to substitute a standard dipole (8.3 T × 14.3 m ∼=
120 Tm) with a dipole of equivalent integral bending

strength, but producing a stronger field (11 T) over

a shorter length (11 m). The bore field is well beyond

the reach of Nb–Ti technology and therefore Nb3Sn

technology must be used for such magnets: Fermilab

and CERN collaborate closely on this project.

Such a two-in-one dipole has many severe con-

straints. It must be powered in series with the other

LHC main dipoles (i.e. the given operating cur-

rent) and should be practically identical in bending

strength (i.e. the given integral field) with harmonic

content not too far from that of the LHC dipoles.

In addition, the distance between the two apertures

and the outer diameter of the cold mass must be

the same as for a standard dipole (i.e. broad geom-

etry fixed). The design adopted is a classical cosϑ;

see Ref. 52 and Fig. 30. The coil is based on cable

built using a 0.7 mm strand with a minimum current

density of 2750 A/mm
2

at 12 T. The nominal copper

content is 53% and the effective filament diameter is

presently in the range of 40–50 µm.

The coil is double-layer, like the LHC dipole,

but without superconductor grading, which would

have required splicing between cables. The electro-

magnetic design is further complicated by two issues:

(i) the superconducting persistent currents, due to

high Jc and a relatively large filament size, generate

a b3 harmonic of ∼ 45 units (10−4 of the main field)

at the injection field, six times larger than that of the

LHC main dipole; (ii) the 30% higher field in an iron

yoke geometry that is essentially the same as for the

Fig. 30. Cross section of the 11T two-in-one dipole and picture of the finished 2-m-long cold mass (single bore) ready for testing
at Fermilab.

LHC dipoles results in large saturation of the trans-

fer function, and unacceptably high b3 at the flat top

field — 6.6 units.

Reduction of the persistent current sextupole

can be obtained by means of passive magnetic shims

near or in the coils. However, a further effort in

reducing the filament size of the Nb3Sn conductor

from the present 50 µm to the range of 30 µm is pur-

sued to bring the residual effect to within an accept-

able range of correction of ± 10 units. The saturation

effects are strongly reduced by shaping the internal

iron profile and by a set of three saturation con-

trol holes — a well-known technique also used in the

RHIC and LHC.

The mechanical design to withstand the forces,

∼ 70% higher than in the LHC dipole, relies on

clamping by austenitic steel collars and by a line-

to-line fit between collars and iron yoke: the iron

yoke and outer shell are assembled with inter-

ference, a procedure that avoids excessive stress

during collaring but requires very tight tolerances

and careful assembly. In this way the transverse

stress, a constant concern with fragile Nb3Sn, is

kept below 150 MPa under all conditions, while the

pole–coil interface remains always under compressive

stress.

The plan for the LHC is to manufacture the

11-m-long dipole by joining in the same cryostat two

straight magnets of length 5.5 m, placed such that

the empty zone for the collimators is in the mid-

dle of the cryostat length. This configuration has

the advantage that the equivalent kick is identical

to that of a standard LHC dipole, without the need

for further corrections. While the total number of
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such dipoles is still under discussion, pending a bet-

ter understanding of the present performance and

future needs of the collimator system, the demon-

stration and prototyping works are in full swing. The

plan foresees two short (∼ 2 m) single bore dipoles,

with the final cross section to be manufactured by

end of 2012. The test of the first one is underway,

with encouraging results. A full size, 5.5-m-long pro-

totype is expected by 2015.

6.1.2. The low-β quadrupoles and

shell–bladder structure

The keyword for the magnets needed for the upgrade

in the collision region is “large aperture.” The goal is

to be able to further squeeze the beam in the inter-

action regions below the 55 cm nominal value of the

betatron function at the interaction point (IP), the

so-called β∗. The plan is to reduce β∗ by a factor

of 4, down to about 15 cm, so the aperture of the

quadrupoles has to double from 70 mm to ∼ 150 mm,

the beam size being proportional to (β∗)−1/2.

To keep the quadrupole triplet as compact as

possible, the required gradient and the very large

aperture result in high fields in the coil, in the

range of 12 T. The baseline option is hence to pro-

cure Nb3Sn quadrupoles. The technology is not yet

fully validated for use in an accelerator, but remark-

able progress has been achieved within the scope of

the 10-year-long US-LARPb effort, through which

several 90-mm-aperture quadrupoles and one 120-

mm-aperture quadrupole have been built and tested

in multiple variants and conditions.

Fig. 31. Prestress based on the bladder-and-keys concept applied to a racetrack coil system.

In the first R&D phase, dealing with 1-m-long

model magnets, two different mechanical designs

have been pursued and evaluated: the classical

collar-type structure and the so-called shell–bladder

structure.

The shell–bladder structure, first developed for

accelerator magnets at LBNL by S. Caspi [53], con-

sists in precompressing the coils against an external

restraining cylinder, or shell. We use the example

of Fig. 31, where we consider for simplicity two

racetrack coils, and substitute the collars with two

thick plates, to illustrate the concept. Bladders in the

interface between plate and iron yoke are pressurized

to reach the final prestress plus an amount to com-

pensate for spring-back. Permanent keys are inserted

with minimal tolerance in slots between the plate and

the yoke, after which the bladders are depressurized

and removed. The coils are hence left in the desired

situation of initial prestress. When the magnet is

finally powered, the e.m. forces act on the coils, and

release a portion of the prestress with ideally no

movement of the coils; see Fig. 31. With respect to

the classical collar system, the shell–bladder concept

directly controls stress, rather than relying on the

effect of interference between collar and coil. The

prestress is thus less sensitive to the actual size and

rigidity of the coil. In addition, since the cylinder can

be in a material of high thermal contraction such as

aluminum, there is the benefit of additional strain

during cool-down. The latter effect can in principle

be obtained also using aluminum collars (as in HERA

and the early LHC design), but so far designers have

bLARP (LHC Accelerator Research Program) is a US collaboration sponsored by DOE. The laboratories working on the LARP
magnet R&D are BNL, Fermilab and LBNL.
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Fig. 32. Training curve of the Nb3Sn LARP quadrupole
LQS01b with the indicated equivalent Nb–Ti performance.

The line indicated with SSL (short sample limit) is the magnet
Imax.

considered impractical the use of aluminum collars

for high field magnets.

The shell–bladder design has been so success-

ful that in 2008 it was selected by the LARP col-

laboration as the baseline structure for the low-β

quadrupole for the LHC upgrade, which at present is

based on cosϑ layout. The successful test of the first

“long” Nb3Sn magnets — the so-called LQS, whose

coils are 3.6 m long — has marked the definitive

affirmation of this structure that has gone beyond

expectation, attaining 90% of Imax with the version

LQS01b [54]; see Fig. 32.

The structure is evolving further, adding fea-

tures to assure alignment and field quality, with the

design and construction of HQ, a 1-m-long model

with a large coil aperture, of 120 mm — a further

Fig. 33. Cross section and inside view of the LARP HQ quadrupole (courtesy of G. Sabbi, LBNL).

step toward the final requirement. Adding these fea-

tures, which are now almost provided with a collar

structure, makes the shell–bladder structure a little

bit more complex (see Fig. 33), still retaining a few

advantages with respect to collars. However, more

designs and tests are necessary, especially in long

magnets, before we can state that this shell–bladder

structure constitutes a full alternative to collars for

accelerator quality magnets.

The HQ quadrupole poses formidable challenges,

given the jump in stresses and in stored energy per

unit length. HQ has successfully reached 80% of its

Imax, a threshold that is critical to qualifying a design

for operation, and that for this quadrupole means a

record 12 T peak field in the coils [55]. Nonetheless, a

number of key issues, mainly of electrical insulation

reliability, large strand and cable magnetization and

repeatability of results, still need to be resolved.

For conductors, the target is Jc in the range

of 1500 A/mm2 at 15 T (for comparison, the ITER

Nb3Sn strand is based on Jc of 1000 A/mm
2

at 12 T,

i.e. approximately 500 A/mm
2

at 15 T) and filament

size of 50 µm or less. The two high current options

(RRP from OST, USA; and PIT from Bruker, EAS,

Germany) are both viable, with a clear advantage

at this moment for the US product, which has ben-

efitted from the long term conductor development

program guided by DOE.

The main issues that still have to be resolved and

on which the community is concentrating the effort

are:

• Performance. Magnets still have to fully prove reli-

able operation at 80% of the short sample, and

should be fully free from conductor instability.
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• Field quality. Coil geometry reproducibility, which

is related to the random component of the field

harmonics, although encouraging and improving,

suffers still from poor statistics. A cored cable is

almost certainly needed to avoid ramp rate effects

due to the potential of low interstrand resistance,

which can result from sintering. The next genera-

tion of LARP coils will make use of a cored cable,

to gain experience on this issue, which is also rel-

evant to the 11 T dipole project.

• Radiation resistance. All materials have to with-

stand an extremely high radiation load — to reach

the final target of 3000 fb−1, one has an accumu-

lated dose that, in present estimates, could reach

∼ 10–100 MGy. A systematic program has been

launched by CERN in collaboration with a few

European institutes, as well as KEK and J-PARC

in Japan.

• Length. With 150-mm-aperture magnets provid-

ing a 140 T/m operational gradient, the machine

optics needs magnets of 7 m and 9 m length. So

far, Nb3Sn dipoles and quadrupoles exist as 1-m-

long models, and a few 3.6-m-long quadrupoles.

Replacing 9 m by two 4.5-m-long units is becoming

the baseline, with moderate impact on luminosity

performance.

6.2. The high energy LHC and the

HTS frontier

The possibility of increasing the beam energy

of the LHC has been considered at CERN in

2010 [56]. The project appears feasible; the most

critical issue is the maximum field attainable by the

main dipoles, which determines the final performance

of the machine, according to (1).

The minimum goal of the high energy machine,

the HE-LHC, is to double the present LHC design

energy, but a more ambitious target has actu-

ally been set at 33 TeV of center-of-mass (collision)

energy. A proton beam energy of 16.5 TeV requires

operation of the main dipoles at 20 T, with a huge

jump beyond the state of the art, as can be seen from

the plot of the historical evolution of the dipole field

for hadron colliders shown in Fig. 34, where the range

of interest for the HL-LHC and HE-LHC is indicated,

together with the domain accessible by various super-

conductors; see also Fig. 11.

Fig. 34. Dipole field versus time for the main past projects
and the region of interest for the LHC upgrades.

6.2.1. Generic high field dipoles: R&D

For high field magnets, the stresses are such that the

shell–bladder concept previously mentioned looks

very attractive. It can be applied to quadrupoles and

dipoles, to cosϑ and to block coil layouts, i.e. to coils

rectangular in shape, like the one in Fig. 31. The fact

that Nb3Sn coils have a very high modulus, more

than 20 GPa rather than the 5–10 GPa common for

NbTi, makes controlling stress via collars more diffi-

cult and favors the shell–bladder structure.

The quest for a high field dipole is at present

underway via four main programs: (i) LBNL, with

a long historical record, is pushing the limit of the

rectangular block coil with the shell–bladder struc-

ture, with a series of magnets called HDs. HD2,

which is the first to feature a free bore obtained with

flare coil ends, (see Fig. 35), reached 13.8 T, which

is about 78% of Jc [57], while HD3, with a larger

bore, has experienced some electrical problems that

are temporarily delaying the project; (2) the LD1

program — Large Dipole 1 — is a 13 T dipole with

a large bore (> 100 mm) for a high field US cable

test facility on the horizon of 2015; (3) the EU pro-

gram EuCARD is aiming at producing first a large

bore (> 100 mm) 13 T dipole, for the CERN cable

test facility called Fresca2, by 2013, and then at

reaching a total field of 19 T by adding a small HTS

racetrack without a free bore; (4) the EU program

EuCARD2 — just approved to start in 2013 — aims

at developing a 10 kA class HTS cable and at design-

ing and manufacturing a 5 T, 40 mm bore dipole of

accelerator quality, wound with the cable mentioned

above. The scope is to eventually insert the 5 T HTS
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Fig. 35. HD2 dipole of LBNL: detail of the coil with arrow indicating a conductor displacement in the corner (left); FE model
of the coil showing race-track structure with flare ends (center); picture of the cold mass before testing (right).

dipole into a large Nb3Sn dipole to prove that HTS

can enhance the field to > 15 T with a useful bore.

6.2.2. Magnets for the collider: HE-LHC

The possibility based on a dipole having an operat-

ing field of 24 T for an energy upgrade of the LHC

was already considered in 2006 [58]. This was based,

however, on a current density Je of 600–800 A/mm
2

at 24 T, still far from being achievable. Recently, at

CERN, a study has been carried out, and the tar-

get field for the main dipoles, the main driver of

the entire project, has now been set to 20 T (oper-

ational) in a 40 mm bore, which would enable the

HE-LHC to reach 33 TeV center-of-mass energy for

proton collisions [59]. A prestudy clearly identified

the following critical points:

• The required margin is set to about 20%, i.e. l =

0.8, which is large in absolute terms, being 5 T.

The possibility of designing for a large l, and a

lower margin, must be thoroughly investigated.

• The overall current density of the coil should be

around 400 A/mm
2
, at the design field, as it is for

dipoles of previous accelerator magnets [60]. This

requires that the engineering current density Je of

the basic element, strand or tape, be substantially

higher than the overall 400 A/mm
2

in the operat-

ing coil. In order to generate 20 T in the bore, the

coil width is about 80 mm, almost three times the

width of the LHC coil.

• Bore size has been fixed at 40 mm, and the

outer diameter of the iron flux return yoke must

not exceed 800 mm (compared to 570 mm in the

present LHC dipoles), which is a tough constraint

considering the amount of magnetic flux that needs

to be intercepted.

Based on previous observations, a preliminary mag-

net layout was designed, using Nb–Ti, Nb3Sn and

HTS conductor. Based on rectangular coil blocks (see

Fig. 35), for its better suitability for shell–bladder

force retention (anyway, given the size of the coil

with respect to the bore, the gain of cosϑ versus

block is negligible), it features an unprecedented

superconductor grading, for cost reduction and vol-

ume containment, while gaining maximum perfor-

mance. The possibility of separate powering of the

coil sections is being considered. Although this con-

figuration complicates the circuitry and the intercon-

nections, it can offer us some key advantages:

• It allows separate optimization of cable size and

amperage for the three materials. Moreover, while

Nb–Ti and Nb3Sn can be manufactured in very

large cables (15–20 kA); this is not at all possible

for HTS.

• Coil segmentation will favor magnet protection, a

technique largely employed in the large solenoid

magnets (working at ∼ 1 kA rather than > 10 kA as

accelerator magnets do), which is probably needed

with an amount of stored energy and inductance

∼ 15 times higher that of the LHC.

• Dynamic compensation of the field harmonics.

This is extremely important, since it is very

unlikely that Nb3Sn and in HTS will feature the
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Fig. 36. Cross section of the preliminary magnet lay-out of the 20 T dipole for HE-LHC. The upper expanded quadrant shows
the different superconductors used in each coil block, while the lower quadrant reports the peak field in each block.

5–7 µm filament size developed for the SSC and

LHC Nb–Ti. We have to live with filaments in

the range of 25–50 µm for Nb3Sn, and most prob-

ably in the range of 50–100 µm for the HTS part,

with sextupole components coming from persistent

current of 50–100 units. Although the large ratio

of coil width to bore size makes it easier to reach

the necessary field quality, use of passive shims is

unlikely to fully compensate for these large effects.

Separate powering, first proposed for the SSC [61],

would facilitate compensation of these effects as

well as other dynamic effects due for example to

interstrand resistance that are difficult to fully

control at the cable level.

The project presents immense challenges, the

first one being to make available the necessary super-

conductors and then to make them the required

conductors. The total quantity of superconductor

is three times that used for the LHC, i.e. about

3000 tonnes of finished strands (or tapes), contain-

ing about 40% of superconductor and 60% of sta-

bilizer. Nb3Sn certainly needs further improvement;

however, it is on the good route, thanks to the

HL-LHC–driven R&D. The biggest uncertainty con-

cerns the HTS materials, which are still far from

being ready for this type of practical application.

The candidates are only Bi-2212 round wire, which

has better 4.2 K transport properties than Bi-2223,

and YBCO tape, whose performance is reported in

Fig. 11.

Bi-2212 has the right topology for compact

cables and possesses isotropic properties [62]. How-

ever, it has strong strain dependence, requires high

temperature heat treatment in an O2 atmosphere,

and has been plagued, so far, by bubble formation

and ceramic leakage through the silver barrier. Cur-

rent density Je is not far from the target; basically,

we would need a moderate, but not modest, improve-

ment of 50% over that of Fig. 11. Cost remains an

issue, as well as little support from the rest of the

superconducting magnet and conductor development

community.

YBCO has the desired current density and

it is mechanically robust. However, it is strongly

anisotropic (see for example the two curves in

Fig. 11), and is available only in the form of tapes.
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Even ignoring the problem of magnetization, tapes

are not suitable to be assembled in compact flat

cable. Solutions like the Roebel bar and other types

are under investigation. Indeed, one main aim of the

above-mentioned EuCARD2 program is to address

this issue, complementing the ongoing program in

the USA, more focused on Bi-2212.

One issue, unfortunately equally shared by Bi-

2212 and YBCO, is their very high cost: at least five

times that of Nb3Sn, which in turn is five times that

of Nb–Ti. Any large scale high field magnet program

is hence completely dependent on the success of the

superconductor R&D and cost reduction program, in

particular for HTS.

The basic R&D study on HTS for the HE-LHC

must be carried out in the next 4–5 years, since

by 2016 or 2017 a credible and substantiated design

must be available. Should HTS not meet the very

demanding requirements of the HE-LHC, the door

to the 16–20 T region will be closed, at least for the

objectives of the HE-LHC. The HE-LHC magnets

will then be based on Nb–Ti and Nb3Sn technol-

ogy, with the goal being a maximum operating field

of 15.5 T, a figure that still enables a respectable 26 T

center-of-mass (collision) energy.

7. Conclusions

Accelerators are a fascinating domain for super-

conducting magnets because they constitute a very

demanding application, with a spectrum of proper-

ties required for the magnets that are unmatched

by other applications. We have limited our review

to HEP accelerator magnets, which are by far more

numerous and the ones where the technological

advance is more evident: other types of accelerators

require SCMs that are more similar in technology to

solenoids and detector magnets.

For accelerator magnets, quench level is a critical

issue, of course, but to enable their use in accelera-

tors many other properties have to be controlled to a

narrow window, simultaneously requiring a rigorous

and integrated approach. The success of the technol-

ogy and its enabling character is shown by the fact

that four very large projects based on SCMs have

been built in the last 30 years: Tevatron, HERA,

RHIC and LHC. In this article we have discussed

the continuation of the success story, namely the

planned upgrades of the LHC and the first large

pulsed synchrotron, FAIR, to be built at GSI. One

key ingredient of the success is the capability of

the accelerator community to provide a common

forum for materials scientists, superconducting tech-

nologists and magnet engineers to discuss and to

have mutual feedback. The global performance of

an SCM — quench level, field quality, uniformity

and reliability — depends in a decisive manner on

the superconducting cable. New high field territory

exploration critically depends on new materials —

like HTS — growing from materials science to tech-

nical conductors. In a sentence: A superconducting

magnet cannot be better than its conductor — but it

could be much worse! if not well designed, carefully

manufactured and thoroughly tested.
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